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The Student Voice of Howard University

Hope for the
Doughnuts
Director May Approve
Sales in Blackburn
By B RAKKTON BOOKER
Hilltop Staff Writer
Sales in the basement level of the Blackbum
Center may not be totally banned after all, according to Acting Director of Sruden1 Activities Terrance Samuels.
Samuels, who sent a memo to student organi•
zatioos in February about the sale of doughnuts
and raffle tickets in Blackbum, said he would
review individual vending requests made by student organizations.
Samuels said he "will detem1ine whether the
box office should be used for the sale of items"
and that he might approve the sale of doughnuts
or other items. Otherwise, there will be "no selling of items on the plaza level of Blackbum University Center."
In the article, "University Bans Doughnut,
Raffle Sales in Blackbum" (02/23/01, Al), The
Hilltop reported that the selling of items in Blackbum by student organizations was prohibited.
The report was based on a memo signed by
Samuels, which said "there will be ll2 selling of
tickets, donuts, raffle or any other kind of sales
on the Ground Floor of the Blackbum Universi•
ty Center:'
Samuels called the headline on the report
wrong and misleading. He said the memo, dated
Feb. 15, was simply a reiteration of the University's policy of selling all tickets through the
Cramton Box Office and was not to be interpreted as a blanket ban on the sale of all items.
The vow to review vending requests will
undoubtedly excite some student organizations,
who initially said the memo was ·;a shame" and
was "putting a damper" on events that various
organizations hoped to hold in Blackbum.
Samuels said be originally sent the memo
because many student organizations were trying
10 side step some of Uni,•ersity procedures, primarily going through the Box Office to sell items
for fw1draising. The memo said thal when ircms

are sold in Blackbum there is no way of "tracking monetary amounts after the sale of goods/services is completed."
Many student organizations felt that selling
tickets 1hrougb Cramton would "cut students out
of money." Leaders of some of the smaller organizations who talked to The Hilltop said they
couldn't afford 10 go through the Box Office 10
do fundraising because Cramton ·•charges heavily."

Lastly, Samuels pointed 10 security, as the final
reason that the memo was sent. In years past,
according to Samuels, students' safety has been
Please see Blackb11rn, A3
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Brown, Dixon Clinch HUSA Victory
Smith, McGahee Win
Student Trustee Seats,
3,355 Students .Vote
By Jot <;:. Rm1.ev
Hilltop Staff Writer
Stefanie L. Brown and Alex
Dixon were voted 2001-2002
HUSA President and Vice President yesterday in the University•
wide General Elections.
Breana C. Smith and Reginald
McGah e e

~ervant

were

elected
10 the
Undergradu•
ate and
Gradua t e

~ adership
The 2001 Race for HUSA and
Student TMtee Positions

. The Decision

Trustee
posts respectively.
The results of the individual
schonl elections were not released
pending certification by the General Assembly Elections Committee.
Voters handed Brown and Dixon
a decisive victory with 863 votes.
HUSA candidates Briltney C.
Cooper and Mark D. Williams of
"The T.O.T.A.L. P.A.C.K.A.G.E."
slate garnered 459 votes. Derek
Rodgers and Chandra Anderson of
the "3A" slate took home 357 votes.
Lauren Bell ended her bid for
Undergraduate Trustee wi1h 270
less votes than her opponent.
Dixon appeared stunned as news
re.•chcd him of the victory.
"You can't be serious," Dixon
said.
Brown and Dixon ran a highly
visible campaign that highlighted
creating a Student Empowerment
Service "to address administrative
needs and concerns of the students,
improved communications between
students anti faculty and increased
srudent involvement in alumni relations."
This election also marked the
firs1 year that students were able to
vote through a touch-pad system.

With a valid Howatd identification
card, students walked up to the
machines to cast their vote for the
candida1e of their choice.
According to the General
Assembly Elections Committee,
3,355 graduate and undergraduate
students turned out to vote.
"Voter turnout was wonderful, it
was better than expected, especially considering late publicity;' said
general Elections Chaim1an Tori
Mason.
As Trustee, Smith will be
responsible for "representing stu•
dent interests and concerns," said
Current Undergraduate Trustee,
Charles Coleman, Jr.
'The Trustee will also have 10
evaluate how Board (of Trustees)
decisions will affect studen1s, as
well as voting and persuading other
Board members to vote their way,"
Coleman said
The General Elcc1ion was originally scheduled for Monday, but
was moved to Thursday due to
threat of a major winter storm. The
e.xtension allowed candidates more
time 10 appeal to voters in the
"eleventh hour."
However, more than the decisive
victory, this election may be long
remembered as one plagued by
problems.
In 1he opinion of many students,
the election brought out the lowest
activism in years, both on th: ~ide
of candidates and smdents.
Throughout the campaign, there
was an overwhelming lack of SIU·
dent concern. This led to low
turnouts at speak outs, and even
caused one to be canceled. Those
not cancelled went virtually unat•
tended.
Students complained of the loca•
tion of speak outs. the issues
addressed, and the lack of adver•
tisemen1 of campaign activities. A
lot of these complaints were
Please see Vote, A3

file Photo

Stefanie L. Brown and Alex Dixon
(standing above) were elected HUSA
president and iire-precit!ent in yesterday's elections. At left is Breann Smitl1,
Undergraduate 'Irustee-elect. Not Pictured is Reginald McGahee, Graduate
'Irustee-elect.

The Problem With Founders

Students Upset Over Library's Waning Conditions
By l\lAKF.HKA ANl)t-:KSO'I
Hilltop Staff Writer
trip to the library is USU·
ally pleasant, stress-free
and informative. But
freshman sports medicine major
Amanda Rosette's recent trek 10
Founders Library was far from
pleasing. she said.
Rosene went 10 the stacks in
Founders, where many of 1he
undergraduate and graduate books
are housed, one night 10 search for
materials for class. Simple
enough, she thought. Rosette
instead rummaged through books
that she described as "old and
dusty" for more than an hour, but
could not find the right material.
"It was so dark and grimy."

A

Photo by Mane Coleman
The Lady Bison defeated lheLadyAggl<S ofNorth CaroUnaA&T95-78, Wednesday nftemoooat the Ridunond Coliseum. \Vith the win Ho~nrd ndmnces 10 lodn:. ·s
MEAC touman1tntserni-llnals. Chonrll Wasrunglon (nboYe) and lhe Lady Bison
are now poised for n nm at n ME.AC lournament championship.See \IOr), Bl

Rosene said. "I would never go
back withom someone with me:·
Students like Rosene have routinely complained that the library's
books are ou1dated, elevators are
hazardous and security is almost
nonexistent. 'The old books, the
broken elevator, the old fumi1ure
and the stacks are frightening."
she said.
But according to Mohamed
Mekkawi, director of Founders
Library, major changes to 1he facility will not happen soon.
Although no remodeling plans
are brewing, Mekkawi said 1hat
the more than $50 million the University commined to the construction of the Health Sciences
and Law libraries wou ld have
postponed the blueprints regardless.

"President Swygert has a pri•
ority budgeting plan," Mekkawi
said. The School of Pharmacy.
Nursing and Allied Health Sci•
ences as well as the School of Law
have had accreditation problems.
ln an effort to rectify the problems,
Howard decided to bui Id new
libraries for the two schools.
Mekkawi said.
"With accredirn1ion problems.
unfortunatdy, Founders is not at
the top of 1he priori1y lis1," he said.
Mekkawi said the appearance of
Founders is no1 his main concern.
''The goal of Founders is to provide access 10 infom1ation anytime
and anyplace, and thnt is our number-one concern at this time." he
said.
Photo b)· Arin Lawrence
Please see library, A2
'Ille stacks clt"'olor(abo\e) in founders libr-.iry is onen
brokffi, stude:nb romplain.
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Life & Style

Actor a11d Director
Charles S. Dutton
spoke candidly about
racism i11 Hollywood
Wednesday.

Bush May Appoint the
First Black to Head
Antitrust Division.

The Roots took the stage
at the 9:30 club. Find out
how they did.
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Actor Charles S. Dutton Speaks Frankly on
Racism In Hollywood During Taping
'

What is the craziest
thing you have ever
done for Spring
Break?

"It involves half a bottle of
Suave lotion, a foot-long
Mandingo Hoagie, three pasty
white girls and a horse stable."
-Allen Wing,Sophomore
Advertising major

By ALLISON CONYERS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Actor and Director Charles S. Dutton spoke candidly
about racism in Hollywood Wednesday during a taped question and answer session with students for WHUT-TV.
"My problem is behind the camera, that's where the real
ra.cislll in Hollywood lies;' he said at the station's studio.
"There are several high-powered black actors and they'll
raise hell about their Perrier being a degree too warm but
won't utter a damn word about the 99 percent white crew."
Dutton, who is first speaker in a three-part AOL-TimeWarner-sponsored series that aims to bring Hollywood figures to Howard, discussed the racism in Hollywood and
breaking into the business with dozens of aspiring actors and
directors.
·Dutton offered his opinion on many of the movies and television shows of today. 'The people who paved the way, like
Bill "Bojangles" Robinson who spoke extremely proper English, would be ashamed if they saw what was on the WB and
UPN today," he said.
Dutton said actors should be passionate in their work.
"You have to want to change the world," he said.
He also said some actors have a tendency to be type-casted. "Just because you're an English actor doesn't mean that
you can do Shakespeare, and just because you 're a black
actor doesn't mean that you can do August Wilson."
Dutton said writers and actors often create black characters who become one-dimensional. "The craft of acting is
slowly being bastardized," he said. "I always say that there

are big differences between an entertainer, an actor, and an
artist. An entertainer can do any role, an actor can do most
roles, but an artist will only do those roles that will help to
enlighten and advance humanity."
WHUT filmed the one-hour show with Dutton who is best
known for his FOX series "Roe" which aired in the early
nineties. Dutton has also appeared in "The Piano Lesson"
and "Ma Rainey's Black Bottom" -two plays by the
Pulitzer Prize winning playwright, August Wilson. This
year, he won an Emmy Award for directing "The Corner" a
six-part mini-series on HBO.
Kali Lyles, a freshmen film maj~r. appreciated Dutton's
honesty. "I really like that he went on his tangents because
he pointed out the major problems with the industry," she
said. "He really told it like it is."
Junior Film major Charles Capehart came because he was
really impressed after seeing ''The Corner."
"I was inspired after he made the move from in front of
the camera to behind the camera, not too many people do
• that successfully," he said. ... 'The Corner' is not your typical ghettoized version of black people it was a tasteful take
on a good story."
Dutton offered advice on getting started in the industry
to students after the taping. Jeanine Hunter a graduate film
student, took his advice to heart. "It's all about who you
know," she said. "I'm trying to get some doors open."
Producer Lloyd A. Silverman will speak in part two of the
series on March 14. Producer Suzanne dePasse will wrapup the seminar on March 28.

•

•

Photo Courtesy of Wirein1age:t:om
Charles S. Dutton after he won an Emmy Award in 2000 for his
directing of the HBO movie "The Corner."

Congressman Reflects
On Success, Life, and
Howard During Lecture
By Chaia Odoms
Hilltop Staff Writer

"I v-.ent skinny diHJ:iLg :in
cancun Senior year."
-Morgan Bevineau,

JlJn:i.ar''
Television Prcrluction

Photo by British Jaylon

Ira Porter, Hilltop Editor•in-Chief for the 2001-2002 school year helps a staff writer with a story. Porter is the current
Managing Editor of the paper.

Porter Named Hilltop
Editor for 2001-2002
"I v-.ent to IA for three

days without telliLg my
parents."
~M::inica Steele,
sophomore,
Legal Communications

j

"I W3S m that lean, :in
sare butt· out jeans."

By DERRICK K. NAYO
Staff Writer
Ira Porter,junior a journalism print major from
Philadelphia, was named editor-in-chief of The
Hilltop for 2001-2002 by the Hilltop Policy Board
Wednesday.
As the current managing editor of the paper,
Porter has been an integral part of The Hilltop staff,
and has many goals for his term as editor-in-chief.
"One of my major plans for The Hilltop is
increasing the number of copy editors," Porter said.
"I'm working with the English club in order to
obtain.a copy editor for each section of the paper."
He said the twice-a-week publication of The Hilltop will continue, because the student body needs
to be informed about school and news related
events.
Porter signed on with The Hilltop his freshman
year as,a staff writer for ·th~ Campus section. As a
sophomore, he wrote for the Community News, the
laboratory newspaper of the School of Communications, before returning to The Hilltop as Campus editor.
Porter said being editor-in-chief is something he's
wanted to do since his freshman year. Forner Hillop
editors and current editor Jason T. Smith have
inspired him, porter said.
Porter has worked with various papers during the
past three years. He has held internships with the
Detroit Free Press, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The

Oregonian, and has participated in journalism workshops with the Philadelphia Daily News. This summer he will be an intern at The Boston Globe.
"The job of a newspaper is to be the eyes, ears,
and voice of the people," he said. "The Hilltop is
to work similarly."
Porter has many accolades that boast the experience he has in journalism. He was a Hilltop Perry
'
Newbie
Freshman Sensation Award Recipient, a
National Association of Black Journalists Intern,
and a Newhouse News Services Scholarship Recipient, among other accomplishments.
"Ira is a driven individual who really cares
about this paper and this University," Smith said.
"He not only brings out the be,st in people, but he
has a distinct vision for the future of this institution.
He was very instrumental in our success in instituting the twice-a-week production schedule. He's
a natural born leader."
Other staffers agreed.
"Ira has shown his dedication and love for The
Hilltop and the journalism field throughout his college career," Christopher Windham, campus editor
said. "He's definitely worthy of being editor-inchief. The resume speaks for itself."
Porter also credits his success to his family. He
said his family has given him the strength to
progress up the ladder of success.
"My grandmother is a very hard worker and my
work ethic came from her," Porter said. "I put it into
journalism and everything I do."

'

- Frank otchere

'

Sophomore,
Market:ing major

Congressn1an Elijah Cummings,
a self-proclaimed "son of Howard,"
returned to his alma mater Tuesday
in the Blackbum Gallery Lounge for
a lecture on everything from black
leadership to his quest for one of the
nation's most prestigious political
positions.
Cummings, who represents Maryland's 7th Congressional District,
explained to the dozens of students in
attendance that President George W.
Bush's $1.6 billion tax cut would
remove funds from some integral
programs in the city. However, he still
urged blacks to cooperate with the
country's commander-in-chief.
"We have to work with Bush to
make things work," he said. "We
must be careful at what Bush's aim
is. Look underneath, not just on the
surface."
As the vice-chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus, Cummings
said he was honored to be apart of the
walkout performed by the group in
protest of the 2000 elections during
Bush's presidential confirmation Jan.

File Photo
Congressman Elijah Cummings
returned to his alma mater Wednesday
to le«:ture about politics and black leadership.

to Howard.
"They (Howard) took a Special
Ed kid and turned him into Phi Beta
Kappa," Cummings said of his
accomplishments at Howard. Phi
Beta Kappa is the oldest honor society in the nation. Cummings said this
was proof that anyone can be anything.
After graduating from Howard in
6.
I 973 with a degree in political sci"We (CBC) are taking the Constience, he went on to University of
tution, not written by us, but still trying to make it work," Cummings
Maryland Law School, graduated and
said. He said blacks in Congress
passed the Bar exam the first time. He
should be leaders and should make
began practicing law, but became
more statements as they did on Jan.
immensely interested in politics.
6. "Leadership is about presence,"
Using the phrase, "Not forget on
Cummings said.
whence we came," Cummings said
Cummings used the election as an
his background is what pulled him
example of why people should exerinto politics. He said he wanted to
cise their right to vote.
make sure black youth with similar
He also talked briefly about his
backgrounds had the proper
humble beginnings in South Baltiresources, teachers, and facilities to
more. Cummings said he was put in
make their journey to success easier.
special education in grade school and
Cummings was electe,d to Conwas told by a guidance counselor
gress in 1996, filling the space vacatthat he would never achieve his
ed by NAACP President Kweisi
dream of becoming a lawyer.
Mfume. He was re-elected in 2000
After he told his mother, she made
with 87 percent of the vote.
him write down his goal and promise ,
Cummings still believes in his
that he would and could be anything
Howard roots. "When I came to
he wanted. Since he made that
Howard, I was in heaven," Cumpromise, Cummings said, be let nothmings said. "I am a son of Howard,''
ing stop him.
he said. "Howard meant and still
Cummings graduated from high
means so much to me."
school second out of 1,332 and came

Students Upset Over Library's Waning Conditions
'

From Library, Al

--Compiled by Vince Smith

Mekkawi said it would cost $1.5 million
to install new elevators in the library that was
· built back in 1937. "I wish it could all be
done right away, but Founders is not the only
building that needs remodeling," he said.
Mekkawi said Founders has requested
money for a new elevator, lighting and furniture in hopes that the building has moved
'

f

up the University's priority list as the new
libraries approach completion.
University Provost Don Coleman fefused
to comment on the libraries' progress on
Wednesday.
In the past, students have also complained
of a lack books and other materials in
Founders.
But according to Mekkawi, Founders had
to re-allocate funds that would have otherwise been spent on traditional information

sources like books and magazines after the
University spent $600,000 to install the
internet and put Howard's Sterling card catalog system online. The budget only allotted $300,000 for books and $1.5 million dollars for periodicals in 2000, said Mekkawi.
According to Mekkawi, the library will
make some changes. Plans are in the works
to install phones lines, add security and
place surveillance cameras in the stacks to
make students feel more comfortable,

Mekkawi said. In the meantime, Howard
security has provided Founders' managers
with cell phones and radios in order to stay
in contact with one another in case of an
emergency. They have also placed security
guards at the front desk of both Founders and
Undergraduate Library to check for student
IDs of those entering after hours.
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The Changing of the Guard,

New Leaders Chosen For 2001-2002 Academic Year
Doyen Tapped To
Head The Hilltop
Business Operations

Jones Selected to
Chair Homecoming
Next Year
By DERRICK NAVO

By J OSEF SAWYER

Hill~ Staff Writer

Hilltop Staff Writer

Senior Melva L. Jones, pegged to chair the 2001 2002 homecoming last Thursday. has begun her

Diahaun A. Doyen, a senior broadcast journalism
major and business administration minor. received
the nod as the new Business Manager for 20012002 from The Hilltop Policy Board after nearly
two hours of interviews Wednesday.
The Desoto. Th. native was chosen out of a pool
of four candidates. The focal point of her proposal
was based on generating more revenue for the paper
through increased subscriptions and through the
on line edition of The Hilltop

quest to piece together the celebration which some
say is one of the largest black events in America.
"I'm trying to broaden the scope on who homecoming appeals tQ," said Jones who is an AfricanAmerican studies major. ''The V.I.B.E. theme will
provide a holistic view for everyone during homecoming.''
Her theme, which is an acronym for Visual lnte•
grations of Bpld Elements, "represents the elements
of the black culture allowing us to stray away from
existing challenges and join in a harmonious celebration," she said in the proposal that was submi11ed
10 the homecoming policy board.
Jones said she hopes to implement new components 10 Yard Fest, such as a Caribbean Carnival and
a hip-hop dance and turntable contest. A jazz concen and poetry session aimed at attracting more
alumpi and older revelers is also in the works, Jones
said.
Jones said she wants to capitalize on the success
of last year's step show that made more than
$20,000. "A larger location would benefit next year's
step show," she said. "Moving the step show 10 a
weekend schedule would make the event better."
Disorganization, insufficient communication
between the staff and a lack of publicity were some
of the problems that plagued last year's homecoming, Jones said.
Homecoming program booklets will be mailed
out over the summer in an effon to rectify the publicity problems and the homecoming board's website
should also be updated, she said.
Jones knows there could be a few hurdles along
the way.
''The biggest challenge is getting cleared by the
homecoming policy board;' she said. Negotiating
venues and booking anists will pose prob\tms also,
Jones said.
Acting dean of student life and activities. Belinda

<http; //hilltoo. oo,,,arrt 001)
File Pholo

Hom«:0<ning Chair for 2001-2002 Mel"" Jones
Watkins said she is confident in Jones' ability to
head the homecoming effort. "I think Melva was a
good selection given that she h3s past experience
with homecoming as vice-chair," Watkins said. "She
has tendencies of being reliable. persistent, and
organized."
As a senior, Jones felt compelled to run for the
homecoming chair, being that her final year is
approaching.
"This can be remembered as my contribution,"
Jones said. "I prayed on the situation and feel that
this is my calling." She said that lhe passion she
exhibits would make the Hareo::rning festival

a sucoess.
The Homecoming Policy Board also selected
Djinge Lindsay as the treasurer of the event. The
junior chemistry major was the Operations manager
during the last homecoming, and has worked on
three previous homecoming comminees. Jones said
she and Lindsay work very well together. Lindsay
was unavailable for comment.

"I hope 10 gain instant revenue through banner
advenising from major online advenising agencies
such as BBDO. Young. and Rep," Doyen said. She
added that she would improve and revamp the Web
site by making it more interactive and user friendly.
As the Hilltop Business Manager-elect, Doyen
said her first task will be 10 increase overall sub,
scription and circulation by tapping into alumni and
parent suppon.
Doyen said she will create a classified section for
the online edition of The Hilltop, and increase interaction between the Business and Editorial Departments. She also plans 10 allocate more funds for the
Tuesday Edition of The Hilltop.
Doyen's predecessor. Christina Ackah said she
will help Doyen get accustomed 10 the new position.
"The biggest obstacle will be gening acclimated
to the organization," Ackah said.
Although Doyen has never worked for the Hilltop, she docs M l feel this will hinder her performance.
"I feel Diahann's leadership and intern experiences have prepared her for the position of Business
Manager for The Hilltop newspaper," said Doyen's
mentor, Vickie L. Suggs in a letter of suppon.

Hilltop Business Manager for 2001-2002 school year Dia•
hann D<>ycn

Doyen left the Policy Council Board with the
impression that she is confident about her abilities
and has the needed prerequisites to fill the position,
board members said.
"She has the leadership skills and financial background to successfully run the Hilltop," Ackah said.
Doyen has served as Executive Treasurer of the
College of Ans and Sciences. There, she was
responsible for organizing and structuring a yearly
budget of more than $60,000. She is the chapter
president of Circle K International. which is the
largest collegiate community service organization in
the world. She also worked for Howard Magazine
where she was an editorial assistant.
Aside from her major course work, Doyen was a
captain on the Women's Varsity Volleyball Team.
She plans 10 apply her mollo "to whom much is
given. much is expected," 10 her new position at The
Hilltop.

Hope for the Doughnuts
From Blackburn, A I

in jeopardy because robbers have
entered Blackburn through the
ground level entrances near the

don't break
the bank.

File Photo

cafeteria and assaulted students.
Although no specifics
were divulged about the robberies.
Samuels said he and Campus

Police Chief Reginald Smith
agreed that a change was in order.
" It is better to be proactive than
reactive," Samuels said.

Brown, Dixon Clinch HUSA Victory
From Vote, Al

directed at the General Elections
Committee, headed by Tori Mason.
The committee has continually
insisted that it did everything possible to keep students informed.
As the election drew closer, candidates became more visible. They
paraded The Yard, passing out

Get up to $23,000*
1n College Education Assistance

handbi lls and other incentives 10
encourage students 10 get out 10
vote. Some candidates passed out
candy. some gave fonune cookies.
some even played a game of soccer
with students. They have also been
seen throughout residence halls and
even ma)(ing appearances at club
and organization meetings 10 personally meet their prospective constituents.

Now that elections are officially over. many contenders plan to
return to life as students. Many say
that they will remain active in the
functions of student government.
Yet. some have officially "thrown in
the towel" with Howa.rd politics
and say they look forward 10 gelling
back 10 life as usual.

Th e UPS

EARN&
LEARN

Program

-

Asthtl'"ia Volunteers
Needed for
NIH Research Study

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
• Great starting pay of $8.50-$9.50/hr plus benehls
• UP TO $23,000* IN EDUCATION ASSISTANCE
• Weekends & Holidays Off!
• Paid vacaltons & holidays

PART-TIME SUPERVISORS
• UP TO $28,000* IN EDUCATION ASSISTANCE
• Applicants must have previous leadership or supervisory experience
• Gain valuable management experience
• Work 5-6 hours per day, 5 days a week
• Compe111tve monthly salary
• Full benefits package

AVAILABLE

SHIFTS;

Day Shift starts at 11 :30am, Monday • Froday
Twilight Shifl starts al 5:30pm, Monday • Frrday
Night Shifl starts at 10:30pm, Monday-Thursday & 9:30pm, Sunday
(3 1/2 to 5 hour sh1fVdayl
ASK US ABOUT
TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS
TO LAUREL.

UPS BURTONSVILLE FACILITY
14841 Sweitzer Lane
Laurel, MD 20707

For more 1nformat1on call:

301-497-1062
®

don't pass it
pass it on!

up ...

www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer
• Program Guidelines Apply.

I~

The Pulmonary-Critical
Care Medicine Branch
at the National Institutes
of Health is looking for
individuals with asthma
between the ages of 1 865 to participate in a 3 to
4 day research study. A
thorough medical evaluation and monetary corr1pensation will be provided. If in_
t erested, please
call (301) 402-1553.

•
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Ceremony·Salutes Black Sailors
First Black Woman Executive Officer of a Combatant Ship Speaks
1

By YUSUF KHAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Stringently disciplined and uniformly
orchestrated around a monumental navy
memorial, U.S. Navy officers and cadets
,sharply performed drills in unison during a sacred wreath laying ritual at 701
Pennsylvania Avenue on Wednesday
morning.
The intense display, a ceremony done
annually, was skillfully executed to commemorate the immense population of
African Americans who have successful•
ly contributed 10 the U.S. armed services.
Organiied by the U.S. Navy memorial
foundation. the presentation marked the
twenty-third of i1,· genre. as a salutation
10 some of the mo~t brilliant men and
women who ever sailed the seas• many of
whom were denied recognition and even
harshly treated after enduring the most
(hostile conditions specifically for the sole
purpose of defending the country.
Before the actual wreath laying, the pro-

gram began with a brief moment of
silence. In front of a crowd of avid onlooking grade school students, Tiffany Evans
gracefully performed the national anthem
in a conunanding soprano pitch, permeat•
ing through the audience in a massive
cluster of emotions and glazing them with
a feeling of pride. During the ceremony,
the marines stood in an about-face formation saluting the wreath holding officers in
unison while still maintaining the typical
rigid U.S. Navy conformity.
Following the ceremony. tbe U.S. Navy
memorial foundation headed by Commander Michelle Howard, lead all wi lling
patrons into the memorial 's naval heritage
center. Inside, all spectators were given a
thorough and extensive history lesson on
a few of the many refined and accom•
plished barrier breaking black men and
women who created new standards and
introduced ample opportunities to those
coming after them.
Decorated with numerous medals. neatly dressed. and standing with a sophisti-

catcd posture, Commander Michelle
Howard covered a wide range of black
achievers in the U.S. Navy like thedynam•
ic Robert Smalls, the famous sixteen officers who earned the name 'The Golden
Thineen", Harriet Tubman(who served in
the Union army). Katie Brownwell and
many more.
Commander Michelle Howard herself
says that she was greatly inspired by the
large number of African Americans who
served in the armed sea serv ices.
'Throughout my whole life I was :llways
told what I could and couldn't do" says
Michelle, a petite slender caramel com•
plexioned young woman with a dimpled
smile and high cheek bones. 'The men and
women who endured these arduous tasks
provided me wi th a firm stepping
stone," said the Commander, referring to
all of 1he hardships placed upon blacks
from the early days, including segregation
and inequali ty while in the ranks. Commander Howard is the first woman in the
navy to be assigned as an executive offi•

cer of a combatant ship. During her career.
Commander Howard accomplished many
of her goals including achieving a masters
degree in military arts and sciences, serving as main engines officer aboard a U.S.
Submarine. and leading a battle ship as tactical action officer during the Persian-Gulf
war.
Mignon Uzzell, a teacher at Thurgood
Marshall middle school in the district.
who was present amongst the students,
says that she thought the program was
very informative and said she enjoyed
it.
.. Hey rm supposed 10 be a teacher and
even I got a lesson in history,'' said Mrs.
Uzzell . ..Our children need icons to grasp
on toso that they 1hemselves can strive for
perfection.'' she said.
Although the program was somewhat
brief, most of the students who attended
showed a tremendous amount of energy
and enthusiasm, manifesting it through
the tremendous amounts of questions and
comments they brought forth.

California Power Failure May Spread by Summer
By SIMONE BRIDGES
Hilltop Staff Writer
The power failure California has been
experiencing for weeks may spread to
neighboring states. Because 1he Western
states share a power transmission grid,
Northwes1ern states like, Washington, Oregon, Idaho and western Montana may
experience complications. especially •as
the summer approaches. If the power
requirements are not met this summer.
even states like Colomdo, New Mexico,
Nevada, Utah and Arizona have the potential of being affected.
• To prevent the possible spread, California Governor Gray Davis, has been in the
process of arranging and approving emergency methods of conversion. one that
involves Southern California Edison pur•
~basing power lines that amo\l'nl fo an
estimated S2.7 billion. Davis released a
$404 million conservation program wi1h

hopes to restrain the increase in the state's
need for electricity. Mirant Corp. offered
10 support California with 750 megawatts
of electricity for this month. The state is
forced to buy power on 1he spot, and as a
result, no ,definite contracts have been
made. This leaves the state in danger for
the summer month: the expected energy
shortage is enough energy to light 4 million homes this summer. accompanied
with 20 hours of rotating blackouts.
There are also legislative plans to bui ld
more PQWer plants in California. Another
one of Gov. Davis' objectives is to buy the
26,000-mi le power tmnsmission networks
owned by Pacific Gas. SoCal Edison. and
San Diego Gas & Electric. The state has
played the scapegoat for the "power glut•
ton'' throughout this crisis. However.
according to California Energy Commissibn 'sstatistics. this is not 1he case. Texas
is the only state that consumes more encr•
gy that California. In per capita,use. Gali-

fornia mnks 47 th , and in per capita elec•
tricity use, they take 49th place. Feder.ii and
state analysts claim that since past con•
servation programs have been implement•
ed. California uses electricity, natural gas
ar.d coal most reasonably.
Many California nat ives that attending
Howard University are concerned with
the crisis at home, while others do not
realize the enduring effects and the possible nationwide spread. Sophomore. Briana Earl from Los Angeles. is extremely concerned with what the summer will
bring. She complained that, "If preventive measures are not taken now. and
agreements are not made quickly. then
the failures will continue for too long.
Everyone is already frustrated. Every•
thing is interrupted when there is no
power:· Freshm,m. Derrick Malcolm
from San Diego vents his anger when
.dO;Scribing t\Ow his family at home has

had to deal with the blacl.'Outs. "My family has been patient for weeks but now the
situation is gelli ng ou1 of control. And to
hear that this may last until and maybe
throughout the summer is even more
upsetting!" Both students arc delighted
that some rescue plans have been crcat•
ed but they are more interested in act ion,
results and dependability. Lastly, junior
Charisse Edmunds. offers her support to
Gov. Davis and his plans. "I commend
him and the state of California in their
efforts to eliminate this dilemma. rm
also glad that they are looking ahead and
striving to avoid a national crisis and letting this drag out unt;I the summer," she
says.
Until any long-tern, agreements are finali£ed, Cali fornia is in a critical position.
Anything is Iiable to happen and the re;idents are at 1he mercy of legislators and
whatever programs are put into action.

Bush May Appoint Black to Head Antitrust Division
By KARI\N M. RICHARDS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Charles A. James of Washington, D.C.
1nay become the first black to head the
antitrust division of the Justice Depart•
ment.
President Bush was expected to
announce James' nomination later thi,
week along with two other top Justice
Department nominees.
lf con finned by the Senate, Mr. James. 46
would become the administration's load
architect of its approach 10 antitru>t matters including the Microsoft case and the
raft of proposed airline mergers.
James. now a lawyer for the Cleveland•
based firm of Jones. Day, Reavis & Pogue.
has served in both of the government's
nntitmst agencies. "He's an extraordinary
bright and well stc-eped in antitrust law and
policy." said James Rill, who headed the
antitrust division when James served there.
"He·s got broad experience and a balanced
outlook." As chief deputy to Rill. James
was extensively involved in the 1992 revisions 10 1hc govcmrnent 's guidelines for
mergers between competitors.
While there are some that are pleased

with this nomination. there are others
who are skeptical of President Bush and
his appointees. Dr. Davis of the Political
Science department at Howard Universi•
ty is not enthused about this administrn•
tion. "In the wake of the Senator Aschroft

the mergers such as the expected D.C.
airlines. I am from D.C. The merger will
allow job opportunities and advance our
people."
Angel McKinney. Junior, Business Man•
agement major agrees. "I am delighted

"Him becoming the first African American 10 head the
atin-trust division will allow new opportunities for us. He
should not jeopardize any of the ,nergers such as the
expected D.C. airlines.''
-Yemaya Lawson, Junior
appointment as Attorney General, my
expectations of this administration are
generally low."
Students at Howard University feel the
same vlay. Yemaya Lawson. Junior.
Business management major hopes he
represents. "Him becoming the first
African American to head the anti-trust
division wil l allow new opportunities
for us. He should not jeopardize any of

that an African Americnn is taking charge
and becoming 1he first 10 hend the depart•
ment. It is good that Bl:1ck people are par•
1icipating in the Bush admi nistration
despite the elections. However. I hope him
working under a conservative administrn•
tion does not deter him from what's ben•
eliting for African Americans:·
As head of the antitrust division. Charles
A. James' responsibilities include investi•

gating pro-consumer groups and corporations. Ernest Gcllhorn. a Washington
antitrusl lawyer who was once James· law
partner said. "James. will give antitn"t
enforcement a mid-course correction.
moving it away from 1he type of zealous
antitrust prosecution you see in the
Microsoft case."
James firs: decision will be reviewing the
Clinton administrntion·s pending lawsuit lO
break up Microsoft Corporation. The com•
pany's appeal is to be heard by the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia in late February. A federal judge
last year ordered that Microsoft be split in
(WO,

Democrats on the Senate Judiciary
Committee want to question James closely at his confirmation hearing about his
views on not only the Microsoft case but
also issues including "predatory pricing"
in the airli ne industry and mergers among
entertainment and communications companies, according to a senior Democratic
Aide.
Mr.James received his undergraduate
degree from Wesleyan University and his
law degree from George Wa.shington University Law School.

Freedman's Bank Records Published by Mormons
By KAREN M. RICIIARDS
Hilltop Staff Writer
In ha, 1of Black history month. the Mor•
mon Church b.,d a new, conference io
Salt Lake City, Utah that broadc:i.sl to 12
01her cities. including Atlanta, to
announce published records from the Post
Civil War Freedman's Bank for newly
l'lttd slaves. This makes ancestral rec(>rds
available for as many a, l 2 million
African Amencans using the CD-ROM.
The church formally known a., the Church
of Jesus Christ of Laner-<L1y Saints ,pent 11
years Y.ith help fr<'m volunteer Utah State
inmatl',. exlrnl.'ling and linking the 480.000
names contained in the record,.
The re,ult is II searchable d.1tabase on
compact disk that includes infonnation
,uch as family names. birth locations,
'and names of fomier slave,. The Mom1un
Church that once discouraged African
Americans from joining, now hopes to
1

---~---- -

help thent find their lineage.
"The intent is to enable people to find
their ancestors," said J. Devn Comi~h, a
counselor in the church's Soutlteast Area
Presidency. b«,cd in Atlanta. '·For members of the church, this is a matter of personal interest and a matter of religious
importance because we believe that fam•
ilies can be together forever. That mcnns
you need to know whom your family is.
We think that\ exciting."
The bank'srecord.~hadbccn in the Natiooal Archives in Washington but were difficult I<) use because they lacked effective
indexes. Now. with a PC and a CD-ROM.
pc"Ople have instant :iccess to information
that may have taken year, to n>:e1ve.
The records can be particulurly
poignant, adding u human dimension to
the victims of slavery.
Dr. Russell Adams, chairman of the
African-American studies dep:utment at
Howard University believes this is bcnc-

ficial for African Amencans.
"They (Monnon Church) made available
tremendous resources. which we can con•
vert lo our benefits."
Dr. Carr, "f the African-Americ-JO Sludies
<kP<U1men1 nt Howard Univmily agm,s.
'The Mormons have demonstrated and
provided a model for the active extension
of culture. Rather than be bemu~ed or put
out by theireffons we should embrace the
opportumty to access the infonnation and
model they provide. They gel to know
their ance,tm~ how they gctto heaven we
should do the same."
The Freedman's Savings and Trust
Company wa, cstahlishcd through congressional charter in 1865 - the year the
Civil War ended. The bank helped former slaves with !heir new financial
responsibilities. Before the hank col•
lapsed they hatl depos1h totaling more
than 57 million.
The remains of the bank include

names and family relationships of
account holders. One application for a
former slave, lists the name of his for•
mer plantation. age. complexion, chil·
dren, place of birth, and occupation. It
alsn list, the name of ,ibling, whu were
sold during slavery.
Historically, the church's relationship
with African Americans has been Jess
than welcoming. African Am~ricans was
discouraged from becoming members and
African American men were prohibited
from being lay ministers. The church.
which counts 11 million members worldwid,·, nuw ha, a growing African-American population.
·
United State, Representative John
Lewis of Atlanta. who auended Monday· s news conference at the Martin
Luther King Jr. Notional Historic Site,
told the Atlania Constitution Journal. that
he hailed the Freedman's Bank Recortls
project as ,I "wonderfol step forward.''

.Profile

Lawtence
Guyot~ a Civic
Leader'llild DC
Advocate
\

By ERt'I ROllt:RTS
Hilltop Staff Writer

T

hey call him a civil rights activist, mentor, no
nonsense leader, 1eacher. and a role model.

For 40 years, Lawrence Guyot has advocated relentlessly for civil rights. He attributes his activism to the
intense political family he grew up in, in Pass Christ•
ian. Mississippi.
"My uncle was the chairman of the Republican party
in the adjoining county to Harrison for fifty years," he
said. Being politically active in his family is a norm.
Guyot's activism dates back to his year,; in college at
Tougaloo. when he met such ci vii rights ae1ivist giantS
as the Rev. Martin Luther IGng and Medgar Evers.
He learned 1ha180 percent of Blacks in Leflore Coun•
ty were not registered to vote. He joined the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Commiuee; one of tee major
ci vii rights movements of the I960's. and m 1962
became it~ field secretary.
In 1966 he took part in the Freedom Summer, -Which
was organized by the Council of Federated Organizations, which consisted of COR, SNCC. SCLC. and
NAACP. They were organized to register voters. publicize freedom schools. and 10 push for new registration
policies.
In 1963. right after the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy, Guyot and other SNCC came to the
Disirict. ''T11is is the place where federal policy is determined," he said. "And a voting rights act needed to be
made a part of the policy." This led Congress to pass
the 1965 Voting Act.
After receiving his law degree at Rutgers Law school
in Newark. New Jersey. Guyot worked with the Lawyers
Commiuee for Civil Rights in Washington DC. work•
ing to extend voter registration. Guyot permanently
moved tc1 the District in 1971 and has since lived here
with wife and two adult children.
Guyot has been involved in countless organizations,
defending civil rights and all injustices against black
people. Guyot has a long resume list of achievements
for improvement of the African American community.
Currently. on the local level. Mr. Guyot has done
numerous improvements for the DC communiry, work•
ing as an Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner
IB(ANC I B). The ANC I B is an organization that helps
improvemems of the community by empowering the
community with knowledge of the laws that they can
use to their advantage.
"The /\NC bridges 1he gap between the community
and poli1ics in the neighborhood," said Sinclair Shinner, owner of Howard Cleaners and alumni of Howard
University.
When Shinner became involved m the ANC. Guyot
made him feel comfonablc. taught him the ropes and
also made him want to keep the struggle alive. "I am
indebted to him because he is someone that is willing
to worl.. for the community," said Shinner.
Guyo1 has a strcmg demeanor and is viewed as a seri •
ous person who get\ the job done. "Guyot is straight up
hard core. either you· re part of the problem or a part of
the solutions," s:lid Shinner.
"Without him it would be a different place," and "I
appreciate the value of someone like him:· said Shinner.
One of the projects Guyot ha, worked on, as Commissioner of ANC I B was the commendation of the Historic Review Board that approved the Howard Unhersity-Fannie Mae-LeDroit Park Initiative.
Maybelle Benneu, Director of the Department of
Community Association at Howard University, can
think b:,ck on the years of knowing Guyot. ''I have
known Guyot for 17 10 18 years professionally now, we
have worked on the LeDroit Park Advisory Commission to advocate the Board of Zoning Adjustment be
made." said Bennett.
Guyot has made several speaking engagements on
Howard's campus. "Teaching is his second nature. he
can teach on any subject dealing with politics.'' said
Nick Eames. current ANC Commissioner in DC. a
Howard alumni who is attending Howard's graduate
school.
"Mr. Guyot was the only elected official 10 come to
Howard's canipus to ask the studen1s for their vote, out
of the five years I attended Howard.'' said Eames.
Guyot has consistently voiced his concern with vot•
ing registration not only 10 the adult community but also ,
to 1he students. Guyot has made his passion of advocating people's rights a permanent mark on people's
lives.
Guyot is employed at the Child Development Office.
The recent project Guyot is working is called The Fannie Mae Howard lnitia1ive. which is an after school
monitoring program. "We wish more students to
become involved in after school programs at Cardoza
Elementary and other local schools in the district." said
Guyot.
In the past, his actions against the discrimination of
blacks, has lead him to imprisonment for trying to get
blacks to be registered and for conducting voter registration demonstrations. He was arrested for intending to ask the local chief of police for protection for
African Americans when they attempted to register to
vote.
Guyot was elected as chainnan of the Mississippi Free•
dom Democratic Party in 1964. He ran for Congress in
1966 as an anti-Vietnam candidate for the 5th Congressional District of Mississippi.
'The fight for registration is not over. in 2007 we will
be fighting for another extension.
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Howard University School of Business
Student Council
Presents
2nd Annual,

On The Yard

Women in Business Confe
"Daring to Dream, Preparing to

Flipping the Script: Jobs Outside the Box
12:45 PM - 2:00 PM
School of Business Auditorium

Monica Lewis, Writer/Reporter, ESPN Magazine
Januela Burt, Author, The McKenzie Group Inc. Educational Consultants

Tuesday, March 13, 2000
Putting it Together: Program & Event Planning
I0AM -1 1:lSAM
Blackbum Center

Phoco by Vince Smilh

Tessa Murphy, ExxonMobil
Roberta McLeod, Director - Blackbum Center, Howard

Though there was no major accumulation of snow in the Distict this week,
blistery winds forced students to break out their jackets and Parkas. Above,
one student braved the winds and took a seat on the steps leading to the Fine
Arts Building.

How I Got Over: Working for Yourself
12:45 PM - 2:00 PM
School ofBusiness Auditorium

Jamila White, Founder, Jamila White&Associates, Inc.
Lisa Price, Founder, Carol's Daughter

Wednesday, March 14, 2000

Go+ 01>inior,s?

Fighting for Mine: Combating Racism and Sexism in the Work Place
I0AM - 11:ISAM
School of Business Auditorium

Arlene Bunch, Goldman Sachs
Rita Floyd, Account Manager, Xerox •

The Hilltop is again looking for an opinionated student
with leadership abilities to head our Editorial Board.
Must be able available to run weekly meetings
and write one Editorial per week.
Interested? Call 202-806-4748

Balancing Acts: Surviving as Executive, Wife & Mother
12:45 PM - 2:00 PM
School of Business Auditorium

Deborah Veney Robinson, Director - Contributions & Civic Affairs,CIGNA
Arleas Kea, Director - Division of Administration, FDIC

.

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO SAY

''THANI< YOU''
to
That kind cafeteria person, -who always gave you an extra serving
-orThe professor who encouraged you to w-ork for an «A» when you were only
after a '<]3"
-orMaybe that friendly street vendor who always has a warm piece of cocoa bread
waiting for you
-orThat administrator who w-ent the extra mile for you
-orEven to that H oward student who has inspired you through the years
WELL YOU CAN SHOW YOUR APPRECIATION BY NOMINATING
THAT PERSON FOR RECOGNITION AT THE FIRST

RECEPTION, SPONSORED BY THE
ANDREW RANKIN MEMORIAL CHAPEL ASSISTANTS
April 26, 2001 in the BLACK BURN BALLROOM
Pick up nomination forms found in folders throughout campus, or visit the
Chapel Office in the basement of Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel.
Deadlines for nominations: April 6, 2001 at 6:00pm.
Turn in all nominations to the Chapel Office.
Further Questions call 806-4077

REGISTERED Wlll-4 THE
OFACE OF CENTRAL SCHEDU
AN9JfFORMATK)N
INlTIALS -(;A,"- (/>
DA -;_.1-6-1~
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Opinions & Editorial
The
Making
of a Man

Point of View

by A11Jijuan H. Jackson

The Race is Over ...
The Journey Begins
Dear Student Leaders of
2001-2002:

RAYMOND
WATSON

We, the editorial board, would like to
congratulate you on your election success and j ust rem ind you that the

Editorial

Originally, I wanted to come up
with an article for the week's paper
because of the lack of quality mate•
rial that I read (used in past tense) in
the Friday editions. the editorial section being most at fault. But what
acmally gave me the story to write
about was a men's fellowship I went
to a (ew weeks back. This is where
I got the idea to write about what
makes a real man.
And the main reason I wrote this
article is partly forthe sake of my little nephew who's gening older and
for rny young cousins who are now
in high school. I wrote this for them
because I want my nephew and
cousins 10 have role models and men
that they see doing good, instead of
seeing the same examples being set
for them every day on television and
radio. I'd like them to see men who
are strong enough to admit when
they've done wrong, regardless of
the consequences (yes, I'm speaking
of you brother Jesse). I'd like them
to see men who know what a real
man is, rather than seeing "so-called
pimps" and "playas" who boast
about how much "ice" they own and
how many women they've had. I'd
like them to see that being a man is
being a leader who is not concerned
with image, but the truth.
A man is someone who is courageous and speaks up for what he
believes no matter the persecution he
may receive. A man is someone who
isn"t afraid to be weak at Limes, who
isn't afraid to let his true feelings be
seen, and who isn't afraid LO "cry".
A real man is someone who would
lay down his life for his fellow brother, not sell him out for a record con•
tract or a piece of b.... Now I myself
am not that man. but I'm striving to
be that type of man. All I'm saying
is that I'm tired of my nephew seeing the money craving. "ice" seeking, woman after woman after
woman. brothers, as the popular man
to be. It's time that he saw what a
"real man" is all about and not the
image that he has been subjected to.
So come on brothers, "Let's be about
it, not talk about it".

responsibilities ahead of you demand
your full dedication and leadership
capability. As you forge ahead to lead
the student body into the 2001-2002
school year, we feel it is appropriate
and essential that we inform you of our
high expectations that were outlined in
your platforms.
We have listened intently to your
plans for the university at speak-outs,
on the yard, in the cafeteria, and
around campus. We have read your
handbills, flyers and posters from
Emerge to F.R.E.S.H. We have planted our faith in you, and have placed the
future of the university in your hands.
We have trusted in your propositions

Letters
Damon Waters,
After reading your editorial "Mr. Powell: Do
the Right Thing". I must say that you present
several valid points about George Bush and his
administration. It is understandable why you
believe that General Colin Powell will serve as
nothing but a ·•pawn" or "token" for George
Bush. This becomes apparent when looking at
the way he paraded his Latino family members
around during campaigning time; family members that we will probably never see again. To
be honest, 1would not be surprised if President
Bush never saw those family members again
either. There is no doubt in my mind that
George Bush is a very immoral man and your
a.rgument further solidifies my opinion of him.
However, I do not believe that General Colin
Powell should deny himself office because of
Bush's actions.
Colin Powell's position probably is a "token"
appointment. an "Affirmative Access hire," as
you put it. What is the difference between General Powell's benefiting from Bush's "Affir-

for reconstructive policies and
improved conditions from dormitory
living to ath letic facilities. And lastly
but most importantly, we have stepped
into the ballot booth, trusted your slate
and cast the vote to secure your positions as the new leaders of the Mecca.
It is our ultimate hope that you follow your proposed platform and work
closely with the administration to lay
a strategic framework on which
stronger policies can be established to
meet the needs of all students. We
look•forward to leaders who not only
press forward and commit themselves
to their own agenda, but who also
look to the leaders of the past year and
access those guiding principles that
need to be further implemented. We
do not expect you to build a new university w ithin your one-year term, but
we do expect you to deliver on your
promises and fulfill the outlines of
your campaigns.

Powell's Power
mative Access" program and the student who
gains entry 10 college through the United States
of America's Affirmative Action program?
What matters is not why the student is admitted into college but what the student does after
gaining entry to college. If an affirmative
Action benefice uses the most of his or her
opportunity and receives high marks in college.
no one is going 10 remember that the student
was granted entry 10 college based upon his or
her race or gender. The only thing people will
remember is that he or she was a great student.
The same can be said for General Powell. Jfhc
accepts office and then uses his political power
to make a difference, most importantly in the
black community. he will not be remembered
as one of Bush's puppets. but as the great political leader that you and I both know that he has
the potential to be.
Instead of General Powell turning down office
and completely throwing away this once in a
lifetime opportunity for not only himself. but
also the African American race as a whole. he
should accept the position being offered to him

and make the most of it. There is nothing new
about African Americans being used as tokens
for politicians and other people in power. Many
times these "tokens" do lose their soul'', as you
quoted. It takes an individual with a lot of
pride and character to rise above the label of
"token" and do something 10 benefit himself or
the black race. One could ask Clarence Thomas.
who lacks both of the aforementioned qualities.
However. I would recommend asking Andrew
Young. former United Nations Ambassador
under President Jimmy Carter's administration. Young, a Howard University Graduate,
was already an accomplished le~der in the
south before joining Carter' s administration.
Not only had he participated in the March on
Selma. but also as member of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference he planned
many campaigns to desegregate southern cities
and directed training programs to assist black
leaders to hold public office. He only worked
under Carter for 2 years. He then successfully
ran for Mayor of Atlanta where he created over
500,000 jobs and more than $70 billion dollar.;

in private investment and construction in the
metro area. Youngjust finished serving as President Clinton's Chairman of the South Africa
Enterprise Development Fund. This $ 100 million helps to establish small and medium sized
businesses throughout South Africa.
Damon Waters. I do not disagree with
your points about Bush's part and I definitely
am right beside you as you auack his character. My point is that Colin Powell can do so
much more for us in the position of Secretary
of Defense as a general. A lot of people are concerned about funding for Howard being cut. Do
you really think that will happen with one of our
Trustees on the President's Cabinet? Damon
Waters I have one more question. Do you really believe, a man who leads our armed forces
and commands respect from all men. black and
whites alike, can become a "pawn" to a man
such as George Bush?
-Franklin Jackson

Raymond Watson is a sophomore
theater major, can be reached at rwatson Cillhoward..i:ih,

A Bit More About Jesse
Dear Tori Mason;

Send
Submissions
1
to thehilltop@
hotmail.com,
attn: Opinions.
All
"' comments
are welcome.
f

It is so very true that, in your owo words,
"many of us feel that we are personally responsible" to show our disapproval of the wrongs of
others, and particularly in this instance with
Jesse Jackson. Too often, we as people are too
quick to judge those around us and simultaneously try to appear to be more righteous. True
enough, you also stated that "ministers are still
men." Though a man of the cloth. it is important to remember that Jackson is still a man.
capable of sin. Tough. unfortunately, this capacity for sin does not cleanse him of his responsibilities as a minister. a role model and a black
leader. Additionally, because of lack of clarity
in meaning, at points. utter confusion in the presentation of issues, and a major error made on
your part in the concluding paragraph: I found
your argument weak and difficult to find credible.
Adultery by any Christian standards is wrong.
" .. .The average man has no val.id reason for
oommiuing adultery and jeopardizing the stability of his family," as stated in "The Reverend,
The Leader, The Love Child," an article featured
in the same edition ~~ yours. Lfind that though
you make a point of reminding us of the mortality of the minister, it is true that each average man
has moral responsibility. When Jackson violated his moral responsibility, he disappointed a people. "Now that his immoral behavior has been
revealed, his credibility as a moral figure has
decreased significantly," also quoted from "The
Reverend, The Leader, The Love Child." Your
opposition, undoubtedly, are those who feel exactly this way, that Jackson's immoral actions reflect
badly upon his reputation as a leader of a people.
It is clear that your article was wriuen to those
who stand in opposition of your views. You stated that "while it is a sad circumstance, it is not
your, my or our obligation to cast judgment on
Rev. Jackson." This a very interesting point. Per-

haps most interesting is the fact that you quote
the circumstance as "sad". The use of "sad", perhaps, meaning ''unfair" or "unfortunate" is a bit
misleading.
Conceivably, from a Christian perspective, a situation in which a man is unfaithful' to his wife
and creates a child with a woman other than his
wife is called "wrong". It's okay to regard Rev.
Jesse Jackson's disloyal act as a moral offense.
especially since Rev. Jackson is definitely Christian. However, to call the situation merely "sad"
sound~ as if you are trying to provide a false sense
of neutrality. It is very obvious that you do not
have a neutral stance on this topic. so why be misleading by using words that are implicit of neutraHty.
In the concluding paragraph of your article. you
state that "these same people who scream in outrage about Jesse Jackson's adultery are the same
women and men who sit in the congregation on
Sunday mornings fascinating about the good
reverend as he delivers the day's scripture."
Though a bit obscure, it appears that you are
making the mistake of assigning the reverend a
church. The Rev. Jesse Jackson does not have a
church to which he has been delegated. Thus. he
does not have a weekly congregation to be
beguiled at his scripture deliverance. This erroneous statement reduces your credibility and, in
turn, demands your argument.
Though I feel Rev. Jackson has a much higher
moral obligation to our nation and the AfricanAmerican race than you apparently do. your article truly raised some interesting pointS. However.
it is important, when writing an editorial, that
your ideas and declarations are clear, direct and
understandable. The clarity, directness and
understandability affect not only how the article
reads. but perbaps also, its level of persuasion,
and in this case, your article didn't persuade me.

Whats your Opinion?
We encourage our readers to write letters to the editor. Tull us what you think
the paper and itS contents. We strive to produce a quality biweekly product with
the news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. Please address all the
letters or comments 10 .
The Hilltop
2251 Sherman Ave.. N.W.

'Mlshington. D.C. 20001
e-mail us a the/Jil/1op@l1om,ai/.co111
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Its what we're about.
The MOTIVATION to give our fellow
students the best that we can possibly
deliver. ·
The MOTIVATION to continue to be the #1
ranked black college newspaper in the
country.
The MOTIVATION to do it twice a week.
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TODAY!!.

3:00pm, Frida ;. arch 9
HOWARD vs. Villa Julie
@ Greene Stadium
Come out for a chance to win FREE Pepsi producfu~

- -~1:.6

•

--w------- __,_Olf] )U0008Jt!OCD00~QQ
...
Eastern Regional Champions going to the NCAA National Championships in Iowa!!

ADRIAN THOMPSON - Heavyweight Champion & Tournament's Outstanding Wrestler
DERJcJ (BJ" 'S -133 lb. Champion

0

'I

I

HOWARD vs. Norfolk State
10 am, Sun., Mar. 11

L

,
•

(
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HOWARD vs. UMES
2 pm, Sun., Mar. 11

f

'I

'

HU WOMEN vs. UMBC
2:30 pm, Tues., Mar. 13

All matches @ BANNEKER
COURTS, Georgia Ave. &
Euclid St, NW (across from
the rear of the A Building)

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE BISON MEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM AND COACHES FOR A TURN-AROUND SEAS N!!
&
BEST WISHES TO THE LADY BISON IN
T E MJEAC TOURNAMENT!!
At press time, the Bison had lost a heart-breaker by one point in the
•

HU Bison

first round; and the #1 Seed Lady Bison won (95-78) their first round game.

And Best Wishes to:
HU BASEBALL @Norfolk State & George Washington
U TENNIS @ GW, Navy, George Mason & Loyola
Mark Your Calendar •••

JH:fJ IB-~ SEJBtAJNJf~ vs. Savannah State
2pm, Thurs., Mar. 15 @Joe Cannon Stadium
DMSION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

MARCBlOOl

STRIKE ZONE

ON POIN.T :

,Meet Jason
Jackson,
Sports Week's Player
.
.
Profile
•
Story on 82

Track your fa:,,orite 1'1EJI.C team at
V/VvvJ.meacs arts.com . Get the
. latest stats - and ne,»s about all
the conferenc~ teams.

- - - - - - - -·- - - - - -

•

'.

'

TIIE EXTRA POINT

BISON ROUNDUP
A LOOK AT THE TOP SPORTS NEVVS & EVENTS AT HOWARD AND THE WORLD

MEAC BASKETBALL STANDINGS

Bison Fall to a
Controversial
Call, BethuneCookman in
MEAC
Tournament '

Women's Basketball

CONFERENCE
OVERALL
W-L Pct. PF PA W-L Pct. PF

PA

Howard Univ
15-3 .833 92.8 74.3 18-9 .667 83.3 76.7
S.C. State
12-6 .667 71.1 69.3 17-10 .630 70.4 67.7
Delaware State 12-6 .667 66.7 63.9 14-13 .519 59.9 64.6
11-7 .611 74.7 66.6 13-14 .481 75.0 70.5
Hampton Univ
10-8 .556 70.0 69.8 14-12 .538 67.6 68.5
Florida A&M
Morgan State '." 10-9 .526 70.7 70.8 10-17 .370 67.3 72.3
Norfolk State • 9-9 .500 68.1 67.9 13-14 .481 66.4 67.6
9-10 .474 69.2 71.3 11-16 .407 66.0 72.4
Coppin State
BCC
7-11 .389 66.6 71.2 11-16 .407 67.9 72.0
3-15 .167 54.4 67.2 5-22 .185 55.1 68.5
UMES
N.C. A&T State 2-16 .111 65.2 77 .0 4-23 .148 63.3 76.4

•

•
•

Men's Basketball

Hampton Univ
S.C. State
Delaware State
Norfolk State
Coppin State
UMES
N.C. A&T State
Howard Univ
BCC
'
Florida A&M
Morgan State

14-4 .778 79.9 71.4 21-6
14-4 .778 70.9 65.2 17-12
11-7 .611 65.4 64.7 13-14
11-7 .611 75.2 72.7 11-16
11-8 .579 67.8 62.4 13-14
10-8 .556 67.4 69.3 12-15
8-10 .444 69.9 69.1 11-16
8-10 .444 67.7 71.3 10-17
5-13 .278 ' 59,.8 65.5 9-18
4-14 .222 66.3 74.0 6-21
4-15 .211 67.9 72.7 5-22

Pct. PF

.778
.586
.481
.407
.481
.444
.407
.370
.333
.222
.185

78.3
66.4
63.4
73.4
64.4
65.1
67.7
68.6
63.4
67.0
67.2

V?llY

•

OVERALL
W-L

An official's questionable sail

and a Wildcat's prayer enabled
ninth-seeded Bethune-Cookman
College to defeat eighth-seeded
Howard 63-62 Tuesday in the
play-in round of the MEAC tour-

PA

71.3
66.0
67.4
78.1
66.7
73.6
71.4
78.4
68.9
79.4
75.0

•

Junior guard Ali Abdullah
played the entire game, turning in
22 points for the Bison and going
14-for-15 from the free-throw
line. Abdullah's efforts-were in
vain. however, as the Wildcats
turned 56 seconds into a lifetime
for Howard.
·
After trailing by seven in the
second half the Bison roared back
to take the lead with just over 10
minutes remaining. Two free
throws by Abdullah gave Howard
a 62-60 lead with under a minute
• •
remairung,
Nine seconds later BethunePhoto by Mark Coleman Cookman's Tyree Harris (23
Junior guard Ali Abdullah scored 22 points and made 14 out of points) made one out of two free

'

RIDING INTO THE SUNSET
Dallas Cowboys coach Jerry Jones does not
believe that one time Super Bowl MVP Troy
Aikman can stay healthy enough to be their
starter. On Wednesday, the Dallas Cow-

15 free throws as the Bison were eliminated from the l\1EAC Tournament by Bethune-Cookman College on Tuesday.

boys waived the quarterback who led them

to three Super Bowl titles. Jones says he
probably would have preferred to see the 34year-old Aikman retire after 12 seasons and nearly as many concussions - but his
desire to keep playing left the team with littie choice.

Aikman, who holds practically all the Dallas
passing records, sustained two concussions in 11 games last season and twice
needed epidural injections to relieve back pain.

See Bickerstaff, B2

See Bison, A9

.

Howard Women get Second WindY"~Beat Aggies

mantle the Lady Aggies for the
remainder of the game. A I 0-3, and
later, a devastating 15-0 run spearRIDING HIGH
headed by some sharp shooting by
Lamar Odom of the Los Arlgeles Clippers and
Asia Petty, closed the door on North
Isaiah Rider of the Los Angeles Lakers were
suspended for five games each by the NBA on
Carolina A&T.
Wednesday for violating the league's anti-drug
Coggins, who attended Hugenot
By TYRONE McCANDIES
program.
High School in Richmond, was not
Odom, a 6-foot-10 forward, is averaging a teamHilltop Staff Writer
pressured at all about returning to her
high 17.1 points and 7. 7 rebounds a game in his
hometown and she showed. The 5second season with the Clippers. He finished
When Howard center Andrea Gardner went to the bench foot-8 guard led Howard ( 19-9) with
third in Rookie of the Year balloting last season.
midway through the first half it looked as though No,:th 28 points, seven rebounds, six assists
For Rider, it is the latest trouble in a turbulent
Carolina A&Twas in the midst of pulling off yet anothand four steals.
career. He has racked up hundreds of thouer upset in the 200 I MEAC tournament. Gardner would
"I want to play well everywhere I
sands of dollars in fines and suspensions durreturn in the second half, however, and the Lady Bison go;' said Coggins.
ing his eight-year career with the Minnesota Photo Courtesy of NBA.com
would get their second wind, as they deflated the Lady
Timberwolves, Portland Trail Blazers, Atlanta
Washington poured in 19 points
Aggies with a 95-78 victory Wednesday afternoon at the and seven assists, Gardner had 19
Hawks and Lakers.
Richmond Coliseum. With the win Howard advances to points and 16 rebounds and Petty finRider was suspended for a total of 12 games during his three years in Portland, including three by the NBA in 1997 for spitting at a fan in Detroit.
today's semi-final against the winnerofThurday's game ished with 13 points, including 3-forIn May 1997, he was convicted of marijuana possession and later pleaded no - between Florida A&M and Hampton.
6 shooting from behind the arc.
contest to possessing unregistered cellular phones.
Howard jumped to a 12-point lead early in the second
The Lady Aggies (5-24) were
half behind the strong play of freshman Essence Coggins paced by Camile Akins. who had 29
HOWARD SUED FOR
(12 points) and Chanell Washington (8 points). The points. Senior Malveata Johnson
Lady Aggies, fresh off their 63-59 upset victory over Mor- endedhercareerfortheLady Aggies
-HERPES
gan State on Monday, did not go away quietly. After Gard- with 25 points and 12 rebounds.
Dallas Mavericks star Juwan Howard has been
ner went to the bench with breathing problems, Tawan- Nakesha Walton chipped in with I 0
sued by a woman who contends he knowingly
' da Jackson and Nakesha Walton caught fire and rallied points.
infected her with genital herpes.
the Lady Aggies.
Howard's lawyer, Frederick Sperling, said
Howard has fallen in the semiNoticing the inspired play by North Carolina A&T, finals of the MEAC two straight
Wednesday his client denies the charges and will ·
Howard Coach Cathy Parson said, ''When you win your years. Florida A&M stopped them
"vigorously defend this case." The lawsuit se'eks
more than $50,000 in damages.
_ first game inlhe tournament you believe that you belong." with a 63-40 victory in 1999 and
Dana Hughes filed suit in Cook County Circuit ·
The Lady Aggies showed Howard that they did in fact Hampton did the honors last season
Court on Tuesday. She says she contracted the · belong, as what looked to be a blowout quickly turned
with a 78-69 victory. Both teams
herpes simplex virus type 2 between August and ' into a three-point deficit by the half, with the Lady Bison
advanced to the NCAA tournament
December 1998, when she had sexual relati~ · leading41-38.
Photo Courtesy of NBA.com
'
_
,
_.
-•
'
, in those respective
years. Today's
with Howard. She said Howard was her only sex
_ In the second half, A&T finally took a one-point lead semi-final will be at 12 p.m. at the
partner during that time.
and teemed with confidence. Then the Lady Aggies made , Richmond Coliseum.
Hughes and Howard had been friends since high school, the lawsuit says. She
said Howard should have known he had the virus and therefore refrained from : the costly mistake of attempting to 11/Il with Howard · ' ·
The Lady Bison, behind Gardner, proceeded to dis'
sex with her.

Coggins Drops 28 Points as
Howard Advances to SemiIfinals

•

·'

BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY JOI C. RIDLEY

I knew it would catch up with
Howard one day. There were
just too many close calls, for
both the men and the women, times when a game could have been
lost with just one blow of the whistle.
Tuesday, it happened.
The Bison men's 63-62 loss to Bethune-Cookman in a MEAC
tournament play-in game can not only be credited to a poor 36
percent shooting performance, but one crucial moment that
helped to decide the outcome of what would have been a thriller
of a game.
With less than ten seconds remaining in a one-point, post-season game, you would think that a college-level basketball official would recognize how significant, how life altering his whistle is. But
.... alas, we compete in the MEAC, where incompetent
officiating and poor judgement abound at every turn .
_I know that officials are people too, they are bound to make mistakes. However, when an entire team is forced to suffer because
of a batl call, r have to blow my. whistle.
Foul, called on the MEAC Zebras!
There is no reason I should have seen members of the men's,
basketball team back on campus Wednesday. They s_hould have
been down in Richmond gearing up for their quarterfinal game
against South Carolina State. What we have here is a case where
Howard was "supposed" to lose, and when it looked as though
that might not happen, the officials found a way to make it so.
One call stood between the Bison and their first trip to a MEAC
quarterfinal since I've been matriculating here at Howard. Seven
seconds was all it took for an entire season to be sabotaged.
It kind qf makes you want to really "Beat that ref with a bat;'
doesn't it?
_The Wbrsrpart is that after games, coaches and players are not
allowed to speak on ill-fated calls, UCLA Coach Steve Lavin was
'
promptly disciplined after going on the record al\out
poor offi~

nament.

SPORTS BRIEFS

Photo Courtesy of NFL.com

By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFf
Sports Week Editor

By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF
SportsWeek Editor
•

CONFERENCE
W-L Pct. PF fA

MEAC
Ojficiating'-It's Fan-tastic!

•

•

•

'

'

Photo by Mark Coleman
Chanell Washington and the Lady Bison poise for a run at a MEAC tournament
· championship.

"

Binghamtoti _Bearcats Claw Bison Baseball Team
Costly Pitching Errors Leave
Bison with a Double~Header
'
'
Defeat at Home
'

By ELENA BERGERpN
Hilltop Staff Writer

,.

A lack of clutch hitting doomed the Bison ,this
weekend. as they fell 13-8 and 9-8 in a double-header against Binghamton University (2-0) Saturday.
Senior LHP Mike Hughes cruised through the
opening innings of the first game, striking out six
Bearcats in three innings on his way to a six hit, 8K
no-decision. Hughes got run support as the Bison (le
14) abused Bearcat pitching for a 5-3 lead at the end
of the fourth,
·
•

After DH Alan Harrison's line drive up the middle,
2B Richard Harris reached on a fielder's choice.
Freshman standout Alex Bean drove in both runners
with a scorching double to right center. RF Walter,
Wilson walked to set the stage for another 2 RBI double, this time by 3B Dwight Fortune who went 2-for3 on the day.
The Bearcats retaliated with a three-run inning, as
Hughes hit Binghamton 3B Tim Macko with a pitch
and gave up a trio of singles. Binghamton scored in
each' subsequent inning, but the Bison l)Ilswered titfor-tat, tying or taking the lead until -the seventh

end the inning and the game.
;Binghamton took the second game19f the twin bill
again in the se:yenth inning. Taking liis second loss
.9! the day, Forl:lu\e's la~~('f epntrol r~ulted in a fiveiun seventh inning that gave the gan:ie;lb the Bearcats.
Fortune walked Binghamton DH Kyl~oucks to lead
'.
off the seventh. Loucks was award~ second on a
balk, and scored on Boyer's RBI single. Binghamton scored four more runs on two singles and three
wild pitches.
The slow deluge of runs came after the Bison tied
the game 8-8 with a huge sixth inning, Fortune sin1Ill1lng.
gled off of Bearcat RHP Greg Sousa. C Omar
Binghamton scored what would be the winning run· · Shakoor walked, and CF Reggie Johnson singled to
after 2B Matt Caputo singled, stole second, and was load the bases. RF David Durand's line drive to right
driven in by IB Jamie Boyer's single offRHP Dwight field brought Fortune in for the score.
Fortune in relief. Harris reached on another one-out
RHP John Pettrone came on· ip relief for the
fielder's choice and Bean flew out to center field to
\

'

' .

See Baseball, B2
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SportsWeek's Player Profile

MEAC Officiating:
It's Fan-tastic !
From Bickerstaff, BI .

From Baseball, BI

ciating working against his team.
My question is. why?
Why must players and coaches grin and bear it when their team gets
worked over by a poo~y officiated game? When players make bad plays
or coaches make bad decisions, they are forced to hear it from fans,
friends and the media. Why are the feelings of officials so precious?
I say that referees should be held as accountable for their actions as
the players and coache, they officiate. Maybe then they will be more
apt to pay closer attention 10 1he games they are "working."

Bean:ats but could not seem to find the s1rike zone, sending
Shakoor home on a wild pitch. Pettrone then issued walks to
Harrison and Harris. Pettrone·s second wild pitch of the
inning scored Harrison, and SS Byron Espinales' 2 RBI double put the Bison back into contention.
The Bison looked to rally in the bottom of the seventh as
RHP Jason Heindorf walked Wilson to load the bases. but
couldn't capitalize on Caputo's fielding error as Harris struck
out to end t_he threat.

Brandon M. Bickerstaffis aj1111ior pri111jo11malism majora11d Spart.f•
\Itek Editor. He ca11 be reached at clarkken1008@ho1mail.com

Bison Eliminated
In First Round

Kentucky Leads
SEC Tournament Field
By TRAVI S B UBO.ARD
Kentucky Kernel (U. Ken1ucky)

From Bison, Bl
throws to cut the Howard lead to one. Howard then ran down
the c lock 10 18 seconds before Darren Kennedy misfired on
a baseline jumper.
With IO seconds left and his team leading 62-6 I. Howard
center Nick Dodson hauled in the rebound off a Harris
auempl and called for a timeout. Apparently not noticing Dod·
son's signal, the officials never acknowledged the call. Just a
moment later. Dodson seemed to have been pushed off balance, resulting in a travelling call against the Bison that turned
the ball over to Bethune-Cookman and made the Bison bench
livid. The officials would not comment on the call.
With seven seconds remaining, Harris misfired on another
shot. After collecting his own rebound Harris auempted
.another shot but had the ball stripped to Derricus Lockwood.
Lockwood drove through the key and flung up a desperate
auempl off the backboard that bounced in as time expired.
bringing the Wildcat bench to iis feet and the Bison to tears.
Jonathan Stokes turned in 17 points and Darren Kennedy
finished with 12 for Howard.
Lockwood finished with eight points, including the miracle
basket that sent his team 10 face sr.cond-seeded Soul11 Carolina State in the quarterfinal round on Wednesday. in which
Bethune-Cookman lost 53-47.

Name: Jason Jackson
Hometown: New Haven, CT
Born: 11/06/79
Major: Political Science
Sport: Tennis
Years Played for HU: Third Year
Career Goals: Graduate Cum Laude, attend Loyola
Law School and study family law.
Compiled by Clintondra Thompson

Bisonette of the Week

Ebony Smith
Age: 20
Classification:
Junior
Major: Elementary
Education
Hometown:
Philadelphia, PA

Photo by Mark Coleman
Honurd Cooch Frankie Alim and his Bison h:no wealhered a turl>ulent
S<aSOn this year. Tiie Bison kN :tdindler to the Bethun,.Cool<man Wild""ts in Riehmood T ~ .

(U-WlRE) LEXINGTON, Ky.-The Southeastern Conference
basketball coaches are in agreement.
The University of Kentucky is always the conference tournament
favori1e except when there is no favorite. and in such an occurrence
all 12 teams have a chance to win the SEC tourney.
"I think that Kentucky is the favorite," Vanderbilt coach Kevin
Stallings said. "I saw that they have 22 titles and the next closest team
has four or Ii ve or maybe nine or six."
Alabama is second with six titles.
Eddie Fogler agreed saying 1ha1 the four top seeds have the advantage of a first-round bye and only playing three games compared 10
four. He also said Kentucky bas a psychological advantage after losing to Arkansas. Florida and Ole Miss.
"All those games were on the road 100," Fogler said. "With their
size, depth and coaching they have and the tradition gives 1hem the
best shot at it. When the tournament comes. Kentucky is Kentucky."
UK coach Tubby Smith is content with his team at this point despite
losing two of its 'last three.
"The losses at Arkansas and Florida arc 1wo of the tougher places
in the country 10 play." he said. "We're doing good things and it's a
mancr of carrying 1hem over."
The SEC Tournament wi ll be a showcase for several teams to sustain their play over a grueling Slretch in an anempl to solidify
NCAA bids. The field is wide open and all the coaches agree that
several teams could win four ,traight games as Arkansas did last year
for the title.
"I don't think that it is inconceivable that a team could come from
a Thursday game and eventually win," Stallinj!s said. "Once you get
on a neutral floor a lot of things can happen."
Alabama. Georgia and 'Tennessee are favorites to win four in-a-row.
but Auburn coach Cliff Ellis warned that no 1eam should be over•
looked in a conference hoping to possibly receive seven NCAA bids.
" I guarantee you Georgia does not look forward to playing LSU,"
Ellis said. "There is not an easy game in the thing,"
''The thing about the SEC is ii is not a top-heavy conference," said
Georgia coach Jim Harrick. who pointed out Stanford only has one
conference loss in the Pac- I0. 'That conference is certainly top-heavy
and there are some other conferences where the teams at the bottom
just do not have a chance against the teams at the top."
'Tennessee coach Jerry Green agreed.
" I think (the SEC) is the best in the country," he said. "I've said take
the besr two reams our in ru,y league and see how slrong the league
is."
The pari1y in 1he league is CJ<ceptional and a low seeded team could
clinch seven NCAA bids by winning the tourney. Of course. it could
COSI a team a bid.
"We do not deserve to be in the NCAA Tournament and if we somehow won it 1hat would be knock.mg someone out who deserves 10 be
in," Stallings said.

Bird's Buzzer-Beaters give UConn Eighth Straight Big East Tourney Title
By PHIi, BURKE
The Daily Campus (U. Connecticut)

(U-WIRE) STORRS, Conn. - Sue Bird beat the buzzer not once,
bu t twice Tuesday night.
The UConn point guard hit the game-winn ing j umper with no
time left to give the No. 2 Huskies (28-2) their eighth consecu•
live Big East Tournament championship in a thri ll ing 78-76 victory over No. I Notre Dame (28-2) at Gampel Pavilion .
In a game nei1her team deserved to lose, it was the Hus kies that
came out on top.
But not without a price.
Senior Shea Ralph will miss the rest of the season with a torn
ACL in her left knee . It occurred at 5: I 8 of the first ha lf after
a11empting a layup. She lied on the noor for a few minutes and was
helped off by 1rainers.
Wi th Ralph looking on from the sidelines, Bird made a shot
Husky fans won't soon forget.
"I think Sue is 1he kind of player who wants the ball in her hands
at the end of the game and she came driving down the lane and
she made a great shot." said Notre Dame center Ruth Riley.
Her first dramatic play occurred just before the end of the first
half. Bird took the inbounds pass with 1.9 seconds left and heaved
it from a step inside cen ter court and found nothing but net to give
the Huskies a 52-46 lead.
That was just the begi nni ng of her heroics.
With 5.1 seconds left and the scored tied at 76, Bird dashed up
the floor 10 the left s ide of the lane, where s he s tepped back from
her defender to create some space. She fired a fadeaway jumper
from around JI feet that hit the front of the iron and bounced softly though the net. Pandemonium followed.
The Gampcl crowd exploded as Bird was swarmed by her teammates.
Referees looked a 1 the replay for a minute a nd then officially
counted the bucket.
"I didn't even know that was going on; we were too busy cele•
brating,'' Bird said. "Then Schuy explained to me that they had to

look over the videotape,"
The No. I vs. No. 2 showdown lived up 10 its billing a nd dis•
played an exciti ng brand of basketball one wou ld expec1 from the
premier teams in the count ry.
"It should have ended at 76 all and everybody goes home, but
somebody's got to win and somebody got lo lose," said UConn
head coach Geno Auriemma.
T he win should shield some of the pain the Huskies a re feeling
with the loss of Ralph. Doctor Michael Joyce said Ralph tore her
ACL in her left knee and a MRI will be taken in the near future.
Ralph would return to the bench after halftime with a brace on
her left leg to a rousing ovat ion from the capaci ty crowd. Ra lph
was one of five Huskies in double figures, ending her carter with
11 points and 1eam-high six assists.
"You can' t play better than lhe way she was p laying." Auriem ma said.
The team rallied around the their fallen leader at halftime and
was determined 10 wi n it for her.
"Everyone needed 10 collectively step up and that', what we did."
said guard Diana Tourasi. Taurasi picked up Tournament MVP honors by scoring 53 poio1s in three games. Taurasi nailed four threes
on the nigh1 that were mostly from NBA range. ended with 14
points and dished out 1hrec assists before fouling out with I: 14
remaining.
Asjha Jones had another great ga me, hitting numerous jumpers
on her way to I3 points and All-Tournament honors. Kelly Schumacher came through in the second half scoring eight points, I0
overall, wh ile being guarded by Riley and swiping six rebounds.
For Notre Dame, Riley dominated on the offensive end. scoring
23 points and using an array of moves in the post. Kelly Siemon
put up 16 points and sharpshooting Alicia Ratay hit three from
behind the arc on her wa)' to 14.
While all these players gave solid performances. it was Bird's
night.
.
She led the Huskies with 15 poin ts and broke a 73-73 tie with a
clutch three- pointer w ith 49 seconds remaining.
The Irish then gave the ball to Riley in the post. where she used

a nice pump fake and lay-in. On the next Huskies possession . Bird
lost the ball along the base line with 16 seconds left. giv ing Notre
Dame a c hance 10 take the lead.
Riley was fouled and wen t to the line where she missed 1he first
foul shot and connec ted on the second, tying the game al 76.
As Riley went to the line, Bird discussed the p lan with Auriem•
ma . It was her shot all the way.
"l told Swin (Cash] •give me the ball'," Bird said. ''We h;1ve done
1his a lot in practice. different situations like thrs and I pre11y con•
fident in that type of si tuation. I got the ball and just went."
"It's like having a great quarterback, 1ake the snap and then make
a play." Auriemma said. "She knows if she is open. she is going
to shoot it."
Noire Dame had a fou l to give a1 the end but had no timeouts
remaining and weren't able to get the foul. Although UConn had
timeouts left. th ere was no way Auriemma was going to burn one.
"I didn't want 10 let them set their defense and let them decide
for us who was going to ge t our sho1," Auriemma said. "I knew
who was going 10 get our shot."
The s hot probably sent the Huskies 10 Pittsburgh as the No. I seed
in the East for the NCAA tournamen t and s hipped Notre Dame to
either the Mideast or Wes1 as the top seed.
The game featured six lead changes and four ties and had UConn
leading by six at the end of a fran tic ha lf. The up-and-down style
of play had both 1eams scori ng a t will and even tuall y led to the
more half-court oriented second ha lf.
"I think we wore ourselves out in the first half: I know we were
1ired," said Notre Dame head coach Muffet McGraw. "I don't know
about [UConn]. It was a frantic pace in the first half and we kept
thinking about settling it down and slowing ii down but really our
game is to run. So we played our own game. In the second ha lf,
I think we paid the price for it and they maybe did as well: maybe
their shots weren' t dropping because they were a li11le tired too."
The Huskies sho1 a poor 25 percent in 1he second ha lf and went
through a five-minute s1re1ch without a point unti l Bird hit the
three wit h 49 seconds left.

Write for Sports Week Call Brandon at 806-6866
The Hilltop Be Heard ...
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and exhibits. Read th e Engage'
secti on every Tuesday in The Hilltop.
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The Roots Come

POlnTOf

Alive at 9:30 Club
By ERIN CARRIER
Hilltop Staff Writer

Isaiah
Washington

Oh Yes, The Roots blew it up at the 9:30 club once
more here in D.C. The last time they hit this area
was with the Okayplayer tour featuring other Okay•
player artists like Slum Village. TI1is time. however. they gave us a full 2 hours of strictly old and new
Roots material.
On Saturday March 3. the Roots returned to the
club with smiles of comfort and a ton of soulful
energy. The crowd. a wave of swaying arms and
bobbing heads atop Okayplayer t-shirts filled every
corner of the club and greeted the popular hip-hop
group with kudos. Even though people on t.hc
ground level and those on the balcony were shoulder to shoulder, they still somehow managed to
jump and dance during most live songs.
For all those that don't know the Roo1s or just
"jumped on the bandwagon" after 1heir hit. in the
commercial world of music. " You Got Me" featuring Erykah Badu. they have been established as
a force in the music world since 1987 and have
graced the four corners of lbe earth with their
music. Today it seems that they, among many contributors. have begun to lay the groundwork for
black musical artists returning to the ideal of creating true hip hop sounds and soul music for us of
the Diaspora as well as other hip hop heads. All
together. they have madefivecd's, six if you include
"The Legendary", and been featured on several
soundtracks including the box office hit "Men In
Black".
After waiting an hour and a half for the show to get
started, the crowd began to get a little upset because
they'd also been standing in line in the cold for an
additional hour prior to even getting inside the club.
The opening act, The Spooks. a Hip hop group of

A Lesson on Coming
Back and Giving Back
By WALTRJNA

N. MIDDLh"fON

four men and a single female ,«alis1 popularized
by their single '"Things I',,: Seen". not surprisingly however. were full of enthusiasm and presented
much warmth towards the audience making the long
hours of waiting well worth the pain. They even
recruited four young ladies to come on stage for the
duration of three songs. The crowd. in response to
such a performance, raised their hands and screams
with equated love, spirit. and appreciation.
When the Roots finally ma:le it to the stage, I,
among the other members of the audience was immdated with anticipation. And of course, The Roots
have never been known to leave a music thirsty
crowd parched. However. for a minute they left the
stage as if to make us plead with them to return to
their instruments. They ripped it with songs from
'"Things Fall Apart", "Do You Want More", and
even one from 'The Best Man". The play list
included '"The Silent 'Ireatment". "Respond Reach".
"Double ll'ouble", "Adrenaline", and" Proceed".
In order to further display their talents, they used
their instruments to recreate certain songs for
instance, "Push It'' by Salt-n-Pepper, "Teen Spirit"
by Nirvana, "Still Ore" by Dr. Dre, "Danger'' by
Mystikal, and lastly" Give It To Me" by Jny-Z.
Needless to say, by that time. people were out of
control and doing everything from freaking to bust•
ing out with old school dances like the Whop.
Charles Neal. a sophomore here a1 Howard University commented, " The concert was tight and
unlike any hip hop show l',·eever seen!"The entire
atmosphere was so familiar and comfortable like
home. The show and the music speak for themselves. and The Roots honestly gave us. as stated
on their ;,ignature T-shirts. "True notes since 1987"!
Thank You!

Isaiah Wasbinglon proved to me
how important it is to give back to
the university by simply coming
back. Recently. the thirty-seven
year old actor spoke informally to
Howard University students in the
Ira Aldridge Theater about his experiences in the film industry.
:
Washington's range of topics on
faith. sacrifices and the rules of the
game were just as wide-ranging as
his film career. He has appeared in
Get On the Bus, Clockers, Romeo
Must Die and HBO's Dancing in
September.
I sat on the first row in order to
soak up some of his energy that was
definitely magnetizing the room.
I left Ira Aldridge that afternoon
one-half hour late for my next
class. but inspired. I remembered
why I wanted to go into !heater in
the first place. He made me feel
better about the challenges I am
Photo Counesy OKPlaycr.com
facing now while trying to break
Tbc Roots made another appearencc at teh 9:30 club this past "cekcnd
into the indus1ry.
I thought to myself-perhaps these
"all-nighters" in the library and registration nightmares are not in vain.
I was injected with a dose of wis•
dom that made me wonder what it
would mean for students if more
products of the Mecca would return
and share their experiences.
By ANDRF.A COREY
Another area salon that has a his1ory of keepMr. Washington was quite candid
Hilltop Staff Writer
ing
cusromers happy is Pazzion·s. Sophomore
about the hard realities and the compolitical
science major Kasondr.i Randel searched
petitiveness of the industry. He was
Springtime is around the corner and amtdst finding the per- high and low for a stylist with whom she felt comalso very open about his humble
fect springtime fashions many How·.ud students arc also in des• fortable enough with to cut her hair and finally
beginnings.
perate pursuit of a new hair-stylist. It has often been said that she found Paaion·s stylist Phillipa. Kasondra says
It wasn't always picture perfect.
a woman's hair is her crowning glory and for students like that "[her) prayers were answered when [she)
Washington recalls digging ditches
Stephanie Johnson whose tresses are still recovering from a found Phillipa and adds that [her] friendly staff.
in the District of Columbia and sellbad perm she received at a nearby salon, she says that ,;find• professionalism. ,ind personal touch keep [her)
ing calculators and odd gadgets on
ing a good stylist is essential."
coming back:' Other students see Pazzion·s as
Howard University's campus to
Stephanie is a transfer student from Baltimore, MD and says not a prayer but a curse. Karene Richards. a
make financial ends meet.
that "the first thing [she] set out to do when [shel arrived in DC sophomore mechanical engineering major
He confessed 10 living out of his
was 10 find a good stylist," but after receiving a perm that left recalled a bad incident at the salon. "I came in
car and going over to a friend's
her hair brittle, dan1aged, and on the brink of falling out, she ga,,: at 2 for a scheduled appointment and she placed
house to change clothes and showup on DC and now travels to Baltimore to get her hair done.
me under the dryer on arrival and aucnded to
er. One day while selling calculaFrom bad perms, and disastrous dyes, to scissors happy another customer." Richards said, "she practically
tors on campus, he was challenged
trims. the quest for a good stylist can be a long and arduous ignored me while I was her scheduled cUent. helpby a faculty member to come back
process. which has caused many females to turn to braids and ing someone else for 45 minutes." "She even had
as a student- he did and he credits
has left others e.xtremely frustrated.
the audaci1y to tell me not to come back to her
several Howard University faculty
Nevertheless. in the midst of the madness a few salons in the shop with my hair wet."
members for steering his profesHoward University/Georgia Avenue area give students hope.
Although Richards was cursed by Pazz.ion·s. she
sional path, especially Division of
Like many other Howard students. sophomore engineering received a blessing from Alexia's Gentle Touch.
Photo b)· Arin Lawrtncc
Fine Arts professor Vera Katz.
major Michelle Jeffrey was also frustrated with the lack of ,;She gives good service at a reasonable price," JOStph's Sl) list ~tamu.sn "orks magic on Kw)nn Sanders as ~he ~its patient!)
He came armed with books he
prowess and professionalism at some of the area's salons. how- Richards said. ·'she uses good products that leave "-ailing for her new do' to come through
recommended as necessary reading
ever. after searching for a year and a 1/2 and trying three dif- your hair feeling all silky. it really feels good.'' Richards gave Lawrence Hair Salon and Locs Hair Studio. Finding a good stylmaterial.
ferent salons. Michelle has finally found one that she likes. advice to other ;tudents. "Be sure to make an appointment at ist is not always an easy task but according to Sala Jones "the
"Read everything," he said. "Sur•
Michelle has been a regular at Miraculous Hair Salon on Geor• least three days in advance because they're that good."
selection process may be a pain but when (a person] has finalround yourself with literature so
gia avenue for almost a year now and is always pleased with
Other
local
s.1lons
that
come
highly
recommended
by
Howard
ly found the right one and [their] hair is looking like a million
that those voices and energy can
the prices. lush treatments. and "slamming creations" that her students such as sophomore film major Latonya Claiborne and bucks all of the trouble seems well worth it."
speak to you. Morrison, Baldwin
stylist D'awan is known for.
international business major. Angela Dzuro-Quick are the Billy
and Walker .... read them all."
He added, "Keep a Bible and dictionary on you at all rimes. They go
hand in hand.'' Washington told his
Preston Quarleyi graduated from Howard University seven
audience to "Get information. wisyears ago with a masters degree in Physical Therapy. and-as
dom and backgruund on your chara smaller undertaking- is cutting to supplement his income
acters in order to develop and
from an onhopedic office.
strengthen yourcharac1er." He said,
"I started cutting in Drew Hall and moved on to the Towers.
"You must bring about the person to
then evenrually got here," Quarleyi said. Though originally
bring about the actor and you must
from New Jersey. Quarleyi s.'lid he is content with the neighbring about the actor to bring about
bomood and his position at Best Cuts barbershop. Some
By D t;RRtCK K. NA\'O
the artist:·
Howard
University customers are ,,:ry satisfied with the serHilltop Staff Writer
Students were anxious to ask quesvice ofBest Cuts. Radio-TV-film major, Chris Lecky said he
tions, and often with a sense of
Master i>'Jrber. Federico Lindo, built tlie Best Curs bruter- was surprised on how weU Best Cuts barber hair. "My reguhumor and a down to Earth persona.
shop a year ago with the skill he acquired from past con- lar barber wn;,n·t av;lilable and I came into their shop," Lecky
Washington responded. He told us
struction and electrical work. "I built this shop myself," Lindo s.'lid. ;,I w~ pleasantly surprised on how well they cut my hair."
that a lot of the answers to our quessaid. "I saved myself a lot of money by doing so."
Hiding in the back of the shop is Just Nails With a Gentletions are right in the classroom and
Lindo started cutting hair in his mother's basement and it is man's Touch. offering deals and discounts for women's (or
that we should "Prepare your habits
something he has done for live years before hi~ introduction to men's) nails. 11teir offered deals vary in style and price:
now in order for it to expand in the
enlrepreneurship. Inspired by his brother-in-law. Lindo now has
real world."
Manicures: $15
ambition.~ of spreading Best Cuts across the area-let alone the
Pedicures: $30 (Thurs. $20)
Mr. Washington's wisdom surnation- offering quality haircuts to a larger crowd of CUStomers.
Acrylic lips: $30
passes his age. His spirit was humEstablished a year ago. the Best Cuts barbershop provides
Fill-Ins:
$ 18 ('llies. & Thurs. $13)
ble and not puffed up and detached
the Howard University community with deals that recognize
Polish
Changes:$
I0
from the place he once ca ll ed
the economic struggles of college students. The various styles
Sculptured
lips:
$35
home. Indeed, former students do
and treatments Bes1 Cuts offer are specific:
Soak Off: $5-$ I0
return. but many of them bring
Designs: $2 and up
their egos along too.
All Cuts: $12
Full Set: $20 on Wed.
Washington contacted the school
With Beard: S17
himself and asked if he could come
Beard ll'im: $7
Kisha Smith bas been with Just Nails With a Gentleman's
back- no charge of course. One
Shave: $7
Touch
for a year and received her license from the Bennet
could say that Washington's practiOutline: S'I
Beauty Institute. Smith spoke brie0y about the salon's deals.
cal outlook on life and his humility
Nape Trim: $10
"We offer prices suitable for students," Smith said. "We also
unfolds the secret to his success.
Shampoo: $8
take
the Student Advantage card." Best Cuts and Just Nails
That alone is a message that
Mustache Trim: $2
With
a Gentleman's Touch is located across the street from
impressed each student who heard
Facial: $20
the
School
of Business at 2612 Georgia Ave N.W., Washinghim speak and a message I bope
Children under 12: $8
ton,
D.C.
20001.
Days and hours are Tuesday thru Saturday
other alumni will hear and emu•
Pholo< by Arin Luwttn«
from 9am to 7pm. The Phone number for Best Cyts is (202)
late.
Some of the barbers who perform the viirious tasks are 238-9598 and Just Nails With a Gentleman's Touch is (202) Th'() for one: (Top) Proving they are a cu1 abo\'c the re~1 of compctitio1l, barbers a1
Best Cuts scr"e up a ,upremc clicntele
Howard Alumni tltat work at the shop as a side endeavor to 588-1920.
(Abo,,:) A golden louch: N•il s1yli>1 at Just N•ils With a Gentleman, Touch show
other occupations.

Howard Students Go Through Some Hair Raising Situations

Best Cuts Offers
the Best Cuts

th:it

they !\Or only ha•ic excellent M:rvicc but imperial caste
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AIDS is Not the Only Epidemic
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Type Two Diabetes Continues to Plague African Americans
By TEA LEDA NESIIITI
Hilltop Staff Writer
According to Anabel Amaya. a representative of the American Diabetes Association (ADA). diabetes is a slow and silent killer of African
Americans, La1inos. and Native Americans. Blacks are twice as likely as
whites to develop diabe1es and 1he number of black youlb developing the
disease is growing at an alarming mte. Nearly 2.6 million blacks have
diabetes (more than 10% of the 101al population), bu1 nearly a lhird don't
know they have it.
Diabetes is a group of diseases in which 1he body does not make
insulin, does 001 make enough insulin. or does not properly use the
insulin it produces. Insulin is a hormone secreted by the pancreas. It
helps your body process food because it controls the level of sugar (glucose) in your blood. Cells use glucose to give you the energy to grow
and function normally. According to the ADA, insulin takes glucose
through the bloodstre.im and opens cells to allow glucose entrance.
In his book Diaberes for nwnmies, Alan L. Rubin. MD says the problem occurs when glucose starts to rise in your blood because insulin is
either not present in a sufficient quantity or is not working affectively.
Once the glucose rises above 180 mg/di (10.0mmol/L). it begins to spill
into the urine and makes it "sweet." The loss of glucose in the urine
leads to many short-term diabetic complications.
There are two types of diabetes. 'fype I diabetes is often called insulin
dependent diabetes because the pancreas stops making insulin. Symptoms such as frequent urination, increase in thirst, and weight loss may
occur suddenly. Type 2 Diabetes is generally called adult onset, and
occurs when the insulin produced in the pancreas loses its effectiveness.
This form of diabetes is most common in African Americans over 40,
however more youth are developing the disease.
"I found out I had Type 2 Diabetes over Christmas break," said Meredith Moore, a freshman from Minnesota. Moore experienced unusual

feelings during her first semester at HU and decided to get a check up
during the winier vacation. She had blood samples taken and it was discovered she had 'fype 2 Diabetes, which is more difficult to detect than
Type I Diabetes because the signs are not always drama1ic. Moore takes
oml contraceptives to help regulate the insulin already produced in her
body, opposed to insulin shots needed for treatment of Type I Diabe1es.
Both types of diabe1cs are prevalent in the African American community because of the large amount of fat, salt. sugar, sodium, and carbohydrates in the diet. Heredity and environmental factors such as obesity
and lack of exercise can also trigger the disease according 10 Dr. Rubin.
Symptoms of'fype 2 Diabetes include: excessive urination; constant
thirst; unusual obesity; feeling weak or tired; blurred vision; tingling or
numbness in hands and feet; bruises thnt are slow 10 heal; extreme
hunger and feeling nauseated.

If you experience two or more of these symptoms, you should spealc
with a physician.
Anabel Amaya, representative for ADA. says that diabetes affects 1he
way the body uses foods. Being a student with diabetes can make it difficult to eat properly at times. "I have to worry more about my reaction
to the food because J don't always know what is in it,'' says Moore.
"Although diabetes is not curable it is highly treatable and in some
instances can be prevented," says Amaya. According 10 the ADA, diabetes that goes untreated can lead to blindness, amputations. and the
need of a dialysis machine due to kidney failure. Taking vitamins. losing weight, eating healthy and exercising can dramatically reduce your
risk of diabetes. More information may be obtained by calling rhe
American Diabetes Association al (202) 33 1-8303 or using keyword
"Diabetes" on the Internet.

Pitt And Roberts
Run for the Border
in 'The Mexican'
By MONICA BAITTIARA
Hilltop Staff Writer
A beautifully handcrafted pistol with a cursed history, an irresponsible bagman for the mob. and a gay hit man are just a few of the components of Dream
Works Picture's Tlte Mexica11. Lighting up the screen in this new comedy
are cinema ve1erans, Julia Roberts and Brad Pin. The pairing of Roberts and
Pitt is a first and will be enough incentive for many to view the fi lm.
Those inierested in a good movie -and not just lusting over Robens or Pittwill not be too disappointed as well. At the movie's start, it appears that Holly•
wood has overestimated the magic to be created by pairing this awesome duo
for the big screen. Jerry Welbach, played by Pitt, and his girlfriend Samantha,
Julia Robens, have a seemingly ridiculous argument about Jerry's "career" as
a bagman for the mob. Saniantha uses the concepts learned in the couple's therapy sessions the two attend. to prove Jerry to be selfish for choosing to go 10
Mexico for a job assigned by his mob boss instead of going to Las Vegas with
her. and subsequcnily being killed by his mob boss. The exchange between the
two initially sets the tone !hat the movie is striving too hard 10 be a comedy.
HoweveL as the story develops. so does its true oomical narure. Jerry runs in10

Compiled by Bmndon A. Miller
A judge has reinsiated a restraining order barring a woman from contacting
singer Whitney Houston after the fan repeatedly sent letters, cards and gifts
to the singer and her family. The judge issued the order against Desiree
Weeks, who has been admitted to a psychiatric hospital in New York. Houston is seeking a permanent restmining order against Weeks and a hearing
has been scheduled for March 27th.
Mowtown Records and University Records have signed a worldwide distribution pact that will combine the A&R and creative talents of the two labels.
The venture is a profit sharing agreement whereby University exclusively
brings artists to Motown for mutual dvelopment by University President and
Founder Haqq Islam and Motown President and CEO Kedar Massenberg.
The first release under the pac1 will be the R&B male quartet Majusry.
On May 22nd "Restless Exposed" will be released by Loud Records. "Restless Exposed" is a full length all access view at the li fe of Loud Records
artist Xzibit. The DVD features behind the scenes footage of the Anger
Management Tour and music from his platinum LP ''Restless". The DVD is
directed by Devin DeHaven.
R&B singer K-Ci Hailey of K-Ci and Jolo and Jodeci fame denied allegations of indecent exposure at t.he Soul Train Awards. K-Ci was charged with
indicent exposure after many families left KISS-FM 's annual Jingle Ball in
California and told authorities 1ha1he '·gmbbed himself at different stages of
erection". The LAPD is still investigating the incident.

trouble while in Mexico tryingreuieve a ,'llluable pistol nicknamed "the Mexican" for his mob boss. To
assure Jerry follows through with his orders, Samantha is kidnapped by a hit man. The true comedy from
the story comes nOI from the interaction between
Robens and Pin. as probably anticipated by the
movie's director Gore Verbinski. but from their individual experiences throughout the movie. Pin's
character is comically immature and laid back making him no where near capable. initially. 10 handle
the mess he's found himself in or to even grasp it.
Robens' character. on the other hand. finds herself
discussing relationship issues with her hit man captor. The two develop afriendship that is s1rengthened
when the hit man ultimately reveals that be is gay.
/
The two chat and share experiences like two girl•
friends, and Samantha even encourages the hit man
to pursue a love interest. TI!ough this element adds
to the movie's comedy. i1 helps to create the air ofsurrealism floating throughout 1he film.
Though the movie's plot is highly unrealistic,
the movie will be pleasing 10 those not searching for depth but just a few good laughs. Pitt's
Brad Pitt & Julia Roberts make tracks in the Mexican, which opened last Friday
character becomes somewhat of a hero in 1he
film. complete with a trusty sidekick that growls
and is attached to a deflated football. Keeping in faith with most .oction/adven- movie's end. taking the place of previous comical ,·er,ions. Ar the end everyture movies Jerry and Samantha find the time to patch up their relationship one is happy. aside from those included in the movie's low body count. The
wound; at the movie's end and rhe legendary "Mexican" is restored to ii> movie is probably ideal for couples who will both enjoy 1he comedy and the
rightful owner. The true story behind the pistol is also finally revealed at the action scenes as well as the love story respectively.

'Recess' Nothing But Big Fun on the Big Screen
By KENRVA I\L\J, IKH
Hilltop Staff Writer

RANKIN

Grade: B+
Disney's "Recess" creators Paul Germain (Nickelodeon's "Rugrats") and
Joe Ansolabehere ("Rugra1s" and "Duckman") have dropped into the world
of children again with the release of the feature length film adaptation of
the popular afternoon cartoon show. The show, which airs on Disney's
"One Too" weekday block and Disney's "One Saturday Morning," explores
the trials and tribulations of a group of elementary school children and
their recess exploits.
The recess gang includes fourth graders Gretchen, the brain of the outfit;
Mikey, the gentle giant with the golden voice; Spinelli, the small girl who
can beat up the toughest boy; Vince, the popular athlete; Gus, the timid
military brat; and TJ. the unlikely leader of the group. "School's Out" picks
up where the show leaves off-summer vacation-and TJ is excited and ready
to spend the vacation recupemting from the past year with his friends.
There's just one problem - everyone is leaving him and going to camp.
On the first day of vacation, TJ rides past Third Street Elementary School
and sees something that stops him at the fence. There is a green light glowing from the auditorium of his school, and TJ doesn·1 like ii. Just as the
light begins to fade away, a huge man runs at TJ and makes him leave.
When TJ drags his principal to the school to check it out. he dematerializes
in a green electromagnetic field. That's all TJ needs to see. He blackmails
his sister Becky (Melissa Joan Hart of "Sabrina the Tuenage Witch") into
taking him to round up his friends from summer camp to investigate the
strange goings-on and save Principal Prickly.
At first his friends think he is simply ploning to get them home from camp.
but when they arrive at the school. they see a huge laser emerge from the

PHOTO OF THE WEEK

roof of the school and shoot a laser beam into the sky. They stake out to
watch the school and eventt1ally break in 10 see what is going on first hand.
This is where the fun begins. With the voice talents of fames Woods
("Ghosts of Mississippi" and "Any Given Sunday") as Jhe villainous exprincipal Phillian1 Benedict, veteran actor Dabney Coleman ("Tootsie" and
"You've Got Mail") as Principal Prickley, and a host of talented kids
(including Andy Lawrence as TJ) as the gang. Recess:

DeNiro Takes A Stab at
Their '15 Minutes'
By J OZF:N CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer

NOON DAY PRAYER

Pho10 By Shannon Washing1on

Plrow of llit Ui>ek ;s a werkly ,,11010fenwre by uff'f'e-lanu pho togroplrer.
To .s11bmi1 a 1>Ju>to C011fllct lmialhtm at (202) 806-6866

Robert DeNiro, Ed Burns. and Kelsey Gmmmer star in director John
Henfeld's (D011 King 011/y i11 America) latest project, /5 Mi11111es. The
movie takes us 10 New York City where de1ective Eddie Flemming
(DeNiro) uses his star-studded status as a tool to get the media and citizens to support his work and efforts. Everyone loves Eddie, except a
young arson investigator named Jordy Warsaw (Burns).
The two are forced 10 partner up in an effort to find two Eastern European killers who go on a rampage throughout the city, killing people and
trying 10 burn the evidence. These heinous acts are documented on
hand-held videotapes and then secured by a controversial talk show host
(Grammer). in an effort by the killers to get their 15 minutes of fame.
In terms of a plot. /5 Minmes is nothing more than the traditional good
guy vs. bad guy scenario. yet the movie explores an important issue: the
faults in the criminal justice system. The killers have a reason for making the murders public; due to the loopholes in Americas criminal justice system such as insanity, the two killers simply have no fear.
The issue forces the viewer to take a look at the re;Jlity of the faulty jus-

School's Ou1 is packed with powerhouse comedic
performances. The humor mimics thnt of the television show and the physical humor garners a belly
laugh from older .audiences and even the youngest of
viewers. Together. these comedic clements make for
a hilarious movie for all ages.
1l1e quality of the animation, while not a masterpiece like Disney's "Prince of Egypt," is much better than the typical afternoon cartoon. There are
shots thnt appear to be in three dimensions, and
ingenious sweeping shots that zoom from panoramic
views to close ups of the mo>t intricate details of the
playground. This helps 10 set the movie apart from
1he daily cartoon, with the characters moving as
1hey would in a live action movie. 11,e flow of the
dialog is also wonderful. Rather than recording 1he
actors alone in the studio, they are recorded 10ge1her. The result is that the reactions are genuine and
the conversations don't sound scripted.
Complete with a great 60s soundtrack featuring
"Dancing in the Street" by Martha and the Vandellas, "Incense and Peppermints" by Strawberry
Alarm Clock and Jimi Hendrix's "Purple Haze," this
movie appeals to a diverse movie audience. Germain and Ansolabehere (or Paul and Joe as they prefer to be called) feel
that the mu\ic.11 selection reinforces the movie's themes; that lots of good
things came out of 1he six1ics.
The popularity of the show will definitely translate into a successful run
for the film. With "Recess: School's Out", Paul and Joe have proven once
again that they can crawl right up into the minds. hearts and guts of children everywhere.

tice system, but the intention of/ 5 Mim11es was nor for us to have a
political discussion. Action. action, and more action is what 1he movie
promo1es. but on this strength the movie's 15 minutes arc up.
Movies like / 5 Mi11111es are predictable to say the least. There is no
mystery as to who the killer is. or 10 how the victims arc killed. What we
are waiting 10 see is how the killers are going 10 gel caught. Save for ;i
few twists in the roles of chara¢ters. the movie is short on surprises.
We all know Ed Burns can play a cbaracrer with sensitivity and emo•
tion as seen in his role in Saving Primte Rya11. but in 15 Mi1111tes we
wonder what Jordy Warsaw is getting so teary eyed about. Don't get me
wrong. Jordy Warsaw is good as the young professional investigator. but
as an out of control cop who can't keep his temper. the character is a
mockery.
As for DeNiro his role as Eddie Flemming can only be justified by one
feasible excuse. Every academy award-winning :tctor plays in at least
one movie where they just want to loosen up and not be Jaken so seriously for once. DeNiro gets caught up in a movie where he is supposed 10
portray a tough cop with a drinking problem. but the character never has ·
a chance to come to life.} 5 Mi11111es is a sad attempt at being the action
packed blockbuster it was meant to be. Whal we have here is a film in
which cops chase criminals while the media chases them both. and
everyone is fighting for 15 minutes of fame. Luckily for those who star
in I 5 Mi11111es. their careers are alre.idy establi shed. Otherwise. if DeNiro
and company tried to make a name for themselves in this film. then aJI
they would have is 15 minutes.

I
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To print or not to print: Ad kindles outrage on college campuses
By A NDREW$, H OLBROOK
Harvard Crimson
(U-WJRB) CAMBRIDGE. Mass.
- Last Wednesday, on rhe lasr day
of Black History Monrh, the University of California-Berkeley Daily
Californian published an advenisement tilled "Ten Reasons Why Reparations for Slavery is a Bad Idea and Racisr Too."
The next day, Editor-in-Chief Daniel
HemandC'Z.entered his newsroom only
to face a group of staffers furious abour
the ad. They were shonly joined by 40
protestors - led by one of the newspaper's own columnists.
Hernandez said the proresrors began
yelling at him, calling the advenisemenr a '1ravesry," tearing up copies
of rhe newspaper and demanding an
apology right rhen and there.
Hernandez and other top editors
immediately convened a meering ar
which a decisive majority vored 10
run a front-page apology, with a
longer explanation inside the paper.
"We realize thar the ad nllowed the
Daily Cal to become an inadvenent
vehicle for bigotry," the apology reads.
The same ad was senr 10 abour 30
other college newspapers. Ar UCDavis, another school rhar ran the
advertisemenr last Wednesday, abour
75 people proresred in front of the
school's student union. By the next
morning, their newspaper, 100, had
published an apology.
The ad-and the apologies - drew
national media anenrion and sparked
intense controversy, inspiring scores of
leners to the editor-400 e-mails at the
Daily Californian alone.
The ad that inspired the protests was
wrinen by David Horowitz. a left-wing
1960s activist who once worked with
the Black Panthers and who now considers himself conservative. His Center for the Study of Popular Culture,
bankrolled by thousands of individual
contributors, as well as the Bradley
Foundarion and other conservative
groups, paid for the ads.
The ad says ''there is no single
group responsible for the crime of
slavery" and claims "reparations to
African Americans have already
been paid ... in the form of welfare
benefits and racial preferences."
It dismisses parallels 10 Holocaust
repararions and payments to black
participant~ in the Tuskegee syphilis
srudy and disputes claims rhat
African Americans today suffer economic hardship because of slavery.
The Crimson received rhe same

advertisement that rhe Cal ifornia
papers did bur decided not to print it.
"The ad was wrinen in a style that
seemed as though it sought solely to
aggravate our readers. and we didn't
feel comfortable running ir unedired,"
said Crimson President C. Manhew
Macinnis '02. "Horowitz' advertisement was largely editorial in conreor

people who fell rhe papers had
rhrown their lot with censorship.
Washingron Post columnist Jonathan
Yardley wrote on Monday that "what
those editors did in California last
week deserves no symparhy at all."
Hernandez said be stands by the
apology but has second thoughts
about its page-one status.

After ediring the liberal magazine
Rampan in the late 1960s and 1970s,
Horowirz became estranged from the
civil rights movement, which he said
focused more on ponraying blacks as
victims of past oppression rhan on

pushing for equality.
ln the early 1980s, he held what he
called a "second thoughrs" convention. inviring activist friends from
the 1960s who share~ his disillusionmenr. In the 1980s,'he wrore a

series of stinging biographies of the
Kennedys. Fords and Rockefellers.
Once a left-winger, Horowirz is
now a house conservacive at
Salon.com. where he writes a bi-

weekly column.

Around the Nation
Harvard University
and as such he is welcome to submit
his piece as an editorial submission
where it would be subjecr to the same
standards of editing and fact-checking as our orher editorial pieces. We
don' t believe it is ethical to allow
individuals to purchase advenisements as a means by which to circumvent the editorial process."
Toe Crimson wrote Horowitz Tuesday night, offering 10 consider an
opinion piece on slavery reparations.
But he replied: "Since your editors
have censored my ad, why would I
have any reason to believe that they
would accepr anything I wrote on this
subject for publication?''
Horowitz's views are nor new: he
wrote the "ten reasons" in a slightly
different form in a Salon.com anicle
published May 30, 2000.
Bur now rbat nearly 30 college
papers have received copies of
Horowitz's ad, ir has creatc:d dilemmas for newsrooms in campuses
across the country - abour whether
studenr newspapers should publish
conrroversial advertisements and
about how tightly student newspapers
moniror the ads they run.
"A newspaper has a responsibility 10
use the First Amendment responsibly,"
said 8ICC'Z.3 V. Agopian. ediror-in-cbief
of the California Aggie at UC-Davis.
"We don'r run everything that comes
across our desk. We have to be mindful of the communiry we live in."
Aggie policy calls for the editor-inchief to approve any political or
potenrially controversial ads. Agopian said. In this case, she said, protocol broke down.
Calling the publication of Horowitz's
ad a "misrake," Agopian said she had
decided to run an apology in the next
day's paper even before receiving
angry leners and meeting with other
editors at the paper.
Hernandez's apology in the Daily
Californian was irself criticized by

"In retrospect, we would have apologized, but less ovenly," he said. " It
had 10 do with the pressure of the
irnmediare emotional situation."
Top editors ar Columbia, where
Horowitz spent his Wldergraduate years,
decided not10 run the ad in the first place
and avoided the fierce controversy that
the California papers faced.
According to Michael L. Mirer, the
Columbia Daily Specrator 's editorin-chief, newspaper policy does not
permir political advenising of any
kind.
Though Horowitz's ad included a
small promorion for his pamphlet,
called "The Death of the Civil Rights
Movement," Mirer said rhe ad was
basically political.
"The content, no mailer what we
rbought of it, wasn't the problem so
much as the form of the original ad,"
Mirer said.
The Spectator received a second
advenisement from Horowitz Tuesday, rilled "What Columbia Can't
Read." The ad said, "only one side of
this issue is now permissible at
Columbia." Mirer said editors have
rejected that ad, too. because it is
"out-and-out inaccurate about what
happened berween us and them."
In an interview Tuesday, Horowirz
criticized the California papers for
apologizing and said other papers'
decisions not to run his ad amounted
to "censorship."
'"What ir reflects is a situation on •
American campuses that's more
repressive than rhe McCanhy era,"
said Horowitz, who said his parents
were card-carrying Communists.
Horowitz said his organizarion had
budgeted abour $12,000 for the ad
campaign, an amount that put advertisements in national-circularion
newspapers our of his reach. Instead,
he decided to send the ad to college
newspapers around the country as a
less expensive alternative.
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Room
Se/Jection
andl

V erific,ation
Pllan i s coming·!
•The RSVP drawings will be held in the Tubman
Quadrangle on Tuesday, March 13, starting a t 9:30 am.
•Non-Residence Hall applicants must secure and complete forms to
the Office of Residence Life by 10:00 am on Monday, March 12.
•A non-refundable $100.00 advance payment is due by
April 2 to confirm tentative assignment or waiting list assignments.
I

•AJl payments are to be made to the university cashier.
•Undergraduate students in University housing must pick up and
complete RSVP forms and information beginning March 8 through
March 11 in their residence hall. Forms must be turned in no later
than 10:00am on March 12 to your Community Director.

•Carefully review the RSVP personal guide. See your Community
Director or contact the Office of Residence Life for a copy of the
guide.
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ADVISORS AWARENESS WEEK
MARCH5TH-9TH

A WEEK OF PROGRAMMING SHOWCASING ADVISORS AND THE INFORMATION THEY PROVIDE
•

Departmental Forums
MAJOR/ MINOR FORUMS, conducted by division
NATURAL SCIENCE - MONDAY

I

,•
'

Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, etc.
SOCIAL SCIENCE - TuESDAY

Sociology /Anthropology, Political Science, etc.
HUMANITIES - WEDNESDAY

Modern Languages / Lit., Classics, etc.
FINE ARTS - THURSDAY

...

1

t

'••
I

Art, Theatre, & Music

Educational Advisory Center ·(l;AC) Advising
UNDECIDED MAJORS ADVISING~ WEDNESDAY FROM 11AM - 2PM
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FORUM~ FRIDAY AT 12PM
EAC will be available to all students on a walk in basis during this entire week from 9am - 4pm.

Pre-Professional Advising
ADVISING WILL BE AVAILABLE ON A WALK-IN BASIS ON TuESDA Y &
WEDNESDAY FROM I OAM - 2PM IN RM. 516 OF THE HowARD CENTER.
Available to all students who aspire to attend graduate school or enter a variety of professional programs.
THERE WILL BE A SPECIAL NEWSLETI'ER PUBLJSHED FOR TIDS WEEK, THAT WILL PROVIDE SPECIFIC
INFORMATION ON THE TIMES OF THE DEPARTMENTAL FORUMS, HOURS THAT FACULTY ADVISORS WILL BE
AVAILABLE, AND OTIIER BEI,PFUL INFORMATION.

THINGS

You CAN DO THIS WEEK:
0Ea..ARE A MAJOR

Cc».f>LETE YOUR GRADUATION SCHEM: WITH EAC
INQURE ABOUT PROFf.SSIONAL AND GRADUATE SCHOOL REQUIREM:NTS ANO DEADLINES
HAVE YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN REFEREi\GE TO WITHDRAWAL.SJ INCOMPLETES, REPEATS, AND GRADUATING WITH HONOR'S STATUS
SEE YOOR FACULTY ADVISOR
MEET YOUR DEAN AT THE TOWN HAU.
SPONSORl!D BT THI! DIVISIONAL Co ■■ITTl!I!& OF THI! COLLl!GI! OF ARTS & SCll!NCl!S STUDl!NT COUNCIL
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MARCH 5TH - 9TH
A WEEK OF PROGRAMMING SHOWCASING ADVISORS AND THE INFORMATION THEY PROVIDE

Departmental Forums
OR/ MINOR FORUMS, conducted by division
NA
L SCIENCE - MONDAY

Biology, Che1nistry, Physics, Mathematics, etc.
SOCIAL SCIENCE - TuESDAY

Sociology / Anthropology, Political Science, etc.
HUMANITIES - WEDNESDAY

Modern Languages / Lit., Classics, etc.
FINE ARTS - THURSDAY

I
I

:

I

•'

Art, Theatre, & Music

'
I

Educational Advisory Center · •E AC Advising
UNDECIDED MAJORS ADVISING,_ WEDNESDAY FROM 11AM - 2PM
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FORUM,_ FRIDAY AT 12PM
EAC will be available to all students on a walk in basis during this entire week from 9am - 4pm.

'
I
I

••
'•I
•

•

••

Pre-Professional Advising
ADVISING WILL BE AVAILABLE ON A WALK-IN BASIS ON 'llJESDAY &
WEDNESDAY FROM 1OAM - 2PM IN RM. 516 OF THE HowARD CENTER.
Available to all students who aspire to attend graduate school or enter a variety of professional programs.
THERE WILL BE A SPECIAL NEWSLE'ITER PUBLISHED FOR TlllS WEEK, THAT WILL PROVIDE SPECIFIC
INFORMATION ON 'fm: 'fIME..~OFTHE DEPARTMENTAL FORUMS, HOURS'fHAT FACULTY ADVISORS WILL BE
AVAU,ARI.E, AND OTHER BEI,PFUL INFORMATION.

THINGS

You CAN DO THIS WEEK:
DECLARE AMAJOR

. COMPLETE YOUR GRADUATION SCHEW: WITH EAC
INQURE ABOUT PROFf.SSIOOAL AND GRADUATE SCHOO.. REQUIREMENTS AND DEADLINES
HAVE YOUR QUESTIONS ANSVIERED IN REFERERCE TO WITHDRAWALS, INCOMPLETES, REPEATS, AND GRADUATING WITH HONffi'S STATUS
SEE YaJR FACULTY ADVISffi
MEET YOUR DEAN AT THE TOWN HAU..
SPONSORl!D ■Y THI! DIVISIONAL Co ■■i 11 l!l!S OF THI! COLLl!GI! OF ARTS

&

SCll!NCl!S STUDENT COUNCIL
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where to go and wh t to dot·:

March 9th - ' arch15th
,
'

Sisqo (minus the thongs) makes his film debut

'

th
10

Saturday,

'

.

Hand dancing,.anyone? The lords and ladies of the hand dance tiJ)<'eiie floor in the

Friday,

second annual National Hand Dance As,sociation Competition, at the Washington
Conventi_on Center, 900 Ninth St. NW, jtarting at 9am. Tickets ~e $,35.50. For more
1nformahon, call 202-432-7328.
,•
I ,'

th
9

'

Let the college hoops madness begin at the Capital Alumni Nei~ork's March Madness Party with local alumni from all yompeting schools, at Crystal City Sports Pub,

At the movies: The big release of this weekend is "15 Minutes", a crime drama

•

starring Robert De Niro as a police detective, Edward Burns as a fire departm.ent investigator and Kelsey Grammar, as ao annoying talk show host trying to
cover the murder De Niro and Burns want solved. But, if you're in the mood for
something lighter, "Get Over It," a teen romance starring Kirsten Dunst as a little sister who becomes the object of her brother's best friend's affections, may
be the flick for you. Also, R&B artist Sisqo makes his film debut, minus the
thongs. Check local listings for theaters and showtimes.

529 S. 23,ct St., Arlington (Va.), from 12pm - 6pm. Cover is $5. For more information, call 703-521-8215.

Shay Youngblood, story writer/playwright/novelist reads from her published

The Washington Wizards take on the New Jersey Nets~oni'ght at 7pm at the MCI

works, including "Black Girl in Paris", the story of a young writer seeking her
literary roots in Paris's African American expatriate community, at the National
Museum of Women in the Arts, 1250 New York Ave. NW, starting at 7pm.
Admission is $10, $7 for members aod $5 for students. For more information ,
call 202-783-5000.

Center, 601 F St. NW. Tickets are $9.50 - $325 (What!). For more information, call
202-628-3200.

The Harlem Globetrotters, magicians and jesters of the (basketball) court, perform
as part of their 75th anniversary tour at the MCI Center, 601 F St. NW; starting at
1pm. Tickets are $10 - $75. For ore information, call 202-62~-3200 or 202-4327328.
I
.·

.

,

,

Sunday,

f

and wear it to the Washington St. Patrick's Day
Parade on the National Mall as the dancers,
bagpipers and bands parade at noon along
Constitution Avenue, from Seventh to 17th
streets NW. It's FREE!

Jennifer Armstrong draws on a lifetime of stories,
songs and tunes at the Kennedy Center's Millennium Stage, 2700 F St. NW, starting at 6pm. It's
FREE. For more information, call 202-467-4600. 1

"

Show your support for the D.C.'s High
School Basketball Champions at the City Title
Garnes presented by Sallie Mae at the MCI
Center, 601 F St. NW The girls' DeMatha vs.
Spingarn, game, Elizabeth Seton vs. H.D.
Woodson, begins at 5:30pm and the boys'
game, begins at 7:30, and tickets are $15. For
more information, call 202-628-3200.

'

th
14

In the second of a se~es of t~ree exhibitions on the human

Poetry lovers! Poet-essayist-musical storyteller

Monday, 12th

/

I

Tuesday, 13th

It's a little early, but get your greenest outfit

1

Wednesday,

,

th
11

I

I

I

figure, the Fraser Gallery, 1054 31" St. NW, presents multiple approaches to this single subject matter by regional and
national photograph~rs. For rt,ore information, call 202-2986450.

Mix and mingle at the Kaffa House, 1212 U St. NW, for the
Networking, Happy Hour starting at 5pm, with live jazz. It's
Free (except for that 2-drink minimum). For more information, call 202-4(i2- l 212
J

I

,

Thursday,

th
15

•

•

Are you one single? Tonight ,your problem is solved if you go to the Spring

Put Your Event In the Calendar Call Ginger@

·· ·

\

.· ·. .· · 202.806.6866

·

.

·

Progressive Party, hosted by t~e D.C. Society of Young Professionals, at Platinum, 915 F St. NW, starting at 7:30pm. People will rotate conversations every
five minutes, thereby guaranteeing that each person meets at least 12 other
people. You n1ay not meet your future husband or wife, but when the regular
deejay takes over, you will have the chance to mingle and dance on your own.
Tickets are $15 before March 9; $20 thereafter. For more information, call
'- 202-686-6085.
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STORE NEAREST

YOU StlOULD 110""
.
CAMPUS, ln Alexandria at Rose Hill Shopping Center, F rancon10
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0nd Rose Hill Rd
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HILLTO
Fraternities•Sororitlcs

All HILLTOPICS are
due, paid in full, the
M d b i
on ay e ore
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for meetings, Seminars

Men's Mlni-Coofc rcncc
Clubs• Student Groups
"Just Be a M on About It!"
Earn S 1,000-$2,000 tllis semester with
3/9 (6 pm) How 10 Treat• Sista/Avoiding the easy Campusfundraiscr.com 1hree
11,c Dangers of Sin
hour fundraising event. No sales
Hilltop Lounge, BIJlckbum
required. Fundraising dates arc filling
3/1 0 (6 pm) How 10 Be Men of Honor/
quickly, so call today! Contact
Post-Conference Reception (sisters
Campusfundraiser.com ot
invi1cd) Rcoding Room, Blackbum
(888) 923-3238, or visi1
Refreshments Will Be Served.
www camousfunctmiscr com
Sponsored by TSCl\1/Noonday Prayer
Contact: 865-2579
+---- -- - - - -- -- -1

Take A Break Fron, The Stresses of The Day
And Elevate To A Plateau of Exquisite Relaxation

or nonp rofit are charged 1--- - -- -- - --1
SERVICES
as individuals
C AN vou TAST E IT?
1 - - - - -- C
- A_P_ C_I_TY
_ _ _ __ -I
• • ,. t h
ForctaSle of Glory!
Negro League Collection
a d ver t1smg 10r e
Alpho Omega S1eppcrs for Christ
World's Freshest
pur pose of a nnouncing a
April 1, 200 1
Ball Caps
1 - - - - - -- -- - - -- -1
ser vice, buying or selling Scandrettt Disabled Schola rship
<202>722 "0701
223
are cha rged $5 for the
Awards
l -800·
·TAJO
first 20 words and $1 for
SIOOO Scholarship Awards
STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF
Must be a undergraduate or graduate
Top Prices Paid
every additional five
srudent enrolled 01 Howard and in Good
For Used and Uawanted Textbooks
words. Local companies
standing: must have a pcnnanent
With Resale Value.
disability and be registered with the
Taj Book Service
arc charged $10 for first
Office of Special Stud•nt Services.
Save On Textbooks.
20 words and $2 for
Request applications at
202-722-070 I
,
h
f
stbbs@eng.hownrd.edu or al the Office o
1-800-223-8250.
every S \\ ords t erea ter. Special Student Services and a t Dean's
Personal ads are $2 for
suite. Architecture building.
1 - - - - -- - -- - - --1
the first 10 words and $1
Deadline is Tuesday, March 13th.
PERSONALS
for every additional 5
words.

HAPPY 81RTHDAY TEC!
Male Steppers for Christ
FROM BLAGOSAH
We nre having our second lnlerest
- - - - -- -'-- - - - ~ Meeting for a Male Step Team for Christ 1 - - -- - -- - - - ---1
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter,
wi1h a primary goal to glorify God.
Delta Sig1~a Theta Sorority, Inc.
---,H""e-a~
lt~h ~C'"a-r ce
_ r_s~A~d~m~i,-s'"lon - -1Come out Saturday, March 10th 10 Drew
pre~cnt
Symposi um
Hall's Lounge to be a pan of 1his
All flrul Ju;./
Come meet Ad mission Directors
blcssiag. For more info: contact Abiana
A Dance Workshop
from Medical and Dental Schools.
al (202) 865-2793.
with members of 1hc
When: March 14, 200 1
1---- - -- - - - ---1
Washington Wi,ards Dance Team
Time: 5:30-8 :30 pm
The Ladles of Alpha Chapter,
Tonight - 7 pm
Where: Howard Center, 3rd n oor
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Blackbum
Ccnier • Wc,t Ballroom
Come to t he Center for
present the
Please dress comfortably!
Preprofessio nal Educa tion to
Sadie Yancy Scholarship Essay

ANNOUNCEMENT

register. located in room 518 of the
Howa rd Center.
Call (202) 238-2363
for more information.

- -- -- - - - - ---1
BLAGOSMl'S CANS FOR
CONDOMS DRIVE

Contest for Freshman Women
Prize: $500

How did Election 2000 altar your
perception of tho
political awareness and involvement
of African-American women?

P:(ce[[ertce}l'lVctrcfs Jltttf (}J·
.....

FridaiApril6, 2001
8:00 PNl

Congratulations Mr. Editor-elect.
We all knew you could do it. Be true
to your mission, and continue co al1ow
the torch of truth and service to shine.

-TheSrajJ

Deadline: 3/12/01
I believe we were both wrong: Our
' P.O. Box 75358
Every Friday until end of semes1er.
Lady Isabelle did not complete the
Washington,
DC
20013
Give cans, get 2 packs of condoms.
Blue
Bibte. She merely added another
This mon1h also receive 2 free tickets t------ - - - - -- --~
rematkable chapter to it. Now ii is up
to Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey
10 you, M.E., to add your Psalm.
Circus. '
1-- - -- - - - - -- - - 1
- Constant Evolution
SILVER SPRING-MEDICAL2000-1001
PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE
SPACEAttention Speakers of African
FULL
SERVICE-450
sq.II
to
850
sq.
II.
Languages: Subjects are sough! 10
CATCH CAPPAOON'.'<A ON
AVAILABLE AT ONCE
participate in a linguistic description
CALL
KENT
COMPANY
CAMPUS
TODAY. BROI.XJHT
of an under-documen1ed language.
(30
1)
770-2100
TO
YOL
BY
LOUD RECORDS
The language must be spoken by few
1han 2 million people. Afroasiatic 1 - - - - - - - - - -- -- 1
-\ 'ID SONY ~IUSIC'
languages preferred. Subjects will be
paid $ 12/hr, for 1-100 hours. Please 1-- - - -- - - - - -- - - 1 - - -- - - - -- - -- --f
coatacl Or. Paul Fallon
•
or
Summer Inte rnship:
Way to go Mr. Nayo. You're On
01806 56 11
Discovery Creek Childrcn·s Museum is
Your Way to Bdng a Regular
send an email to fallon@howard.edu. seeking creative, energetic individuals to
Hilltop Wcdncsda.v \\'arrior'
Please include the language and
leach summer camp from June 1hrough I sec a •,ron t pager
, •in your ,u
• t urc ....
1
region where it is spoken, and your
August. Responsibilities include
name. phone number, and tirne you
faeili1a1ing games, hikes, an projects,
Josef Sawyer, FrC$hman Staff
may be reached.
outdoor adventure field lrips. Contact

FOR RENT

This Will Be Ari· Event that You Vvill Not VV,1nt Tt1 fd1:,s 11
Tickels Available @ The Cran1ton Bo\ Office

HELP WANTED

J UST BE A MAN ABOUT IT!
March 9-10, 2001
6 pm in Blackbum Cen1cr
Contact: 865-2579

Stephanie al 202-364-3111.
www.discoverycreek.org

T/1e 2001 Ho111eco111i11g Steering Co,nmittee

Writer! Will you have a Bis Mac
with 1ha1 byline? Thank.I for your
help and hope we entertained you
on Wednesday!

Summer Crewleaders! Work with youth
on conservation projects in local Na1iona11-- - -- - - - ' - - - - -~
Parks. 21/older, driver's license, First
Bvtry time a H,II top opens, a
Aid/CPR. Contacl James/Student
l'rcshman Cllml his (her) srripct,
Conservation Association 703/524-2441.
- Zera '24

•

Visual l11tegrations of Bold Eleme,us
STAFF APPLICATIONS AVA.LIABLE!!!!

TODAY
JIIAPI YOUNG LIVIJ

IN THE OFFICE OF STUDE IT ACTIVITIES

NTOII

A UNIVERSITY
NilOHBORKOOI>
INITI.AT1Vli

As a Heads Up Teen Program mentor you will:
♦

Help teens build self-esteem, skills, and knowledge.

♦

Make great friends.

I

♦

Get to know DC communities.

♦

Meet other cool college students.

♦

Become a leader.

---

www.headsup-dc.org
teeninfo@headsup-dc.org
202/ 544-4468

Vice-Chair
Operation Managers
ending Coordinator
Public Relations Director
\Vebmaster
E."'<ecutive Assistant
Office Assistant
Eyent Coordinators

